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Abstract
During the last decade the European Union (EU) expanded by ten Central and Eastern European
Countries (CEECs) and two Mediterranean countries, substantially changing the architecture of the
European single market. Recognizing that the CEECs benefitted from their accessions in the form of
significant welfare gains, this thesis aims at assessing the economic impact of the EU-enlargement on the
old member states (OMS), particularly their agricultural export sectors, which are assumed to be directly
affected economic agents.
The thesis provides an evaluation of developments in the French, German and Italian agricultural
export flows towards the CEEC region between 1999 and 2011. Specifically, three dimensions are
addressed: the trade quantities, the New Member States’ (NMS) significance as export markets and the
trade patterns, each of them representing the absolute quantitative, relative quantitative and qualitative
aspects of trade relations, respectively. Furthermore, it is tested how the Revealed Comparative
Advantage (RCA) positions of the OMS were affected. In addition to descriptive analysis, panel unit root
tests and time series analysis (structural break testing) were employed to assess suitable indicators.
Particularly, the analysis makes use of disaggregated export data in value, of the Lawrence and Krugman
Indices (trade pattern indicators) and of the Normalized Revealed Comparative Advantage (NRCA)
Index.
The results indicate that the EU-enlargement spurred the OMS’ agricultural exports to the CEECs
by 1 to 3%, leading at the same time to significant increases in the export growth rates. The export
increases were found to be associated with trade creation, as the proportion of the OMS’ total exports
directed to the CEECs significantly rose after the accessions, while at the same time the exports increased
in aggregate. The largest proportion of the trade increases were achieved with highly processed and inputintensive food products. Overall, the OMS’ agricultural sectors, including the food processing industry,
extensively benefited from the EU-enlargement in the form of increased sales, which helped to assert and
partly improve their comparative advantage in international business. Separately, the comparison of the
results with policy scenario simulations demonstrates that Computable General Equilibrium modeling
leads to reliable projections, qualifying this as a valuable policy analysis tool.

Keywords: EU-enlargement, international trade, Normalized Revealed Comparative Advantage (NRCA)
Index, Lawrence Index, Krugman Index, Germany, France, Italy, Central and Eastern European Countries
(CEEC), New Member States (NMS), agriculture in Europe, specialization, trade pattern, time series
regression analysis, structural break
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Chapter 1 - Introduction
Motivation and context of the study
With the accession of 10 new countries to the European Union (EU) in 2004 and another two in
2007, the EU experienced a notable change both as a political union and as a common market
place. Baldwin et al. (1997) describe it as “a central pillar in Europe’s post Cold-War
architecture”. The eight eastern European new member states (NMS) from the 2004 accession
are: Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia, Lithuania, Poland, Slovakia and Slovenia.
Furthermore, the two Mediterranean countries Cyprus and Malta joined the EU that same year.
In 2007 Bulgaria and Romania followed, so that one can now speak of the group of ten Central
and Eastern European Countries (CEEC-10) that form a regional agglomerate of new EU
members. Obviously Cyprus and Malta are excluded from this NMS region or country aggregate
because they are situated further apart and more importantly do not share similar historical
developments like the occupation by the socialist Soviet Union. With the CEEC-10, the number
of EU citizens and from a purely economic point of view the number of consumers within the
common market zone increased by 99 million. From an agricultural point of view another
important measure changed at that time. The agricultural area of the EU increased by 52 %. An
EU-enlargement of such scale brings forth a lot of questions on the economic consequences for
any individual EU-member state, for the group of old member states (OMS)1, for the group of
NMS, for the rest of the world and also for any specific sector within these countries or groups of
countries.
The literature shows that quite extensive research has already been conducted on the
economic effects of the EU-enlargement. However most of these analyses focus on the accessing
countries and also often cover the economy as a whole and do not always assess specifically the
agricultural sector. The focus of these analyses range from welfare effects (Bach et al. 2000;
Frandsen et al. 2000), production localization and specialization (Crozet and Soubeyran 2000;
Bonjec and Ferto 2010b – agri-sector) and quality differentiation (Bonjec and Ferto 2010 – agrisector) to changes in trade quantities and patterns (Zaghini 2005; Crespo and Fontoura 2007;
Ferto 2008 – agri-sector). It is worth noting that these research papers mostly evaluate the issues
from an ex-ante perspective.

1

The old member states (OMS) consists of the group of EU-15.

1

In general, the results indicate that the NMS’ economies greatly benefited from their
accessions to the EU (Baldwin et al. 1997; Frandsen et al. 2000; Bach et al. 2000). They
experienced growth boosts at the level of the whole economy and the overall welfare increased.
Frandsen et al. (2000) simulated the EU-enlargement ex-ante in a Computable General
Equilibrium (CGE) model and found that the welfare in the CEEC region should increase by
4.64 % due to the EU-accessions. This however is achieved in their simulation at the relatively
moderate cost for the OMS of a 0.19 % welfare decrease. Bach et al. (2000) report similar
findings and indicate that the transfers associated with the Common Agricultural Policy (CAP)
of the EU act as the major driver for these outcomes2. According to the researchers, taxpayers in
the OMS endured an increased burden in order to finance the eastward extension of the CAP.
This finding is not surprising since the CAP expenditures make up 48 %3 of the total EU-budget
and all net contributors are among the OMS.
Having these macro level findings in mind, the consequences for the individual
agricultural sectors and agribusiness are still not clear. That is to say the effects of the EUenlargement on the domestic producer surpluses in agriculture and the food processing industry
are not measureable on the basis of this information. Since the EU-enlargement apparently came
together with a cost for the OMS’ societies, it is interesting to evaluate whether the agricultural
producers were able to economically take advantage of the changed business environment and
hence whether the OMS still in some way benefited from the EU-enlargement. In the
industrialized countries, like the EU-15, the profitability of agriculture is important because it
comprises several societal functions. In opposition to its low contribution the national welfare in
terms of GDP and employment creation, it plays a major role in the architecture of rural and
structurally weak areas. Because the costs of the EU-enlargement are supposed to mainly
originate from CAP transfer payments towards the farmers in the NMS and therefore are
accumulated with the taxpayers, the agricultural producer surplus could theoretically have
decreased, stayed unchanged or increased. If the producer surplus in agriculture had increased,
the EU-enlargement in fact could be interpreted as a politically induced boost for the national
agricultural sectors of the OMS. Following this line of argument, the investment of the welfare
loss on the EU-enlargement could after all be a strategic support for the domestic location of
2

Both papers, Frandsen et al. (2000) and Bach et al. (2000), incorporate the Agenda 2000 CAP reform proposals

into their models and assume that the CAP is fully introduced to the NMS directly after accession.
3

Figure from 2006
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businesses and in the end could also be of economic value for the OMS societies. This scenario
would establish a win-win situation among the OMS and NMS4. Along these lines the
strengthening of the agricultural sectors could indirectly be perceived as providing economic
support for the rural areas.
It is anticipated that the EU-enlargement mainly exerted the following three changes on
the business environment of the agricultural producers in the OMS:
1. Increase of the free trade zone (no trade barriers, common legal system5).
2. Emergence of new competitors inside the domestic markets who also start to benefit from
the CAP.
3. Increase of import demand by NMS since their market protection against non-EU
countries in most cases rose to the EU level6.
Consequently, the resulting research question is: what overall effect did the three
provoked changes of the EU-enlargement in the business environment have on the OMS’
agricultural sectors. Intuition leads to the anticipation that the first and third listed points improve
the sales opportunities for agricultural producers in the OMS, while the second point could
present some challenges. By looking at three representative members of the EU-15, this thesis
aims at answering this question by analyzing the development of exports and associated
indicators. The choice of exports as analytical subject is attributed to the fact that the export
sector is generally sensible to external shocks and at the same time acts as a good indicator for
the prosperity of a business sector when analyzed at the country level. The reason for this is that
the international market is much larger than any domestic sales market and therefore exhibits
stronger dynamics, higher innovation rates and stronger competition. Successful participation on
the world market as supplier hence requires a high level of competitiveness and as such identifies
economically prosperous producing sectors7. It also represents the first contact surface for

4

Certainly these economic considerations have to be considered as a preferable byproduct of the Union’s primary

purpose to ensure peace and stability in Europe.
5

Crespo and Fontoura (2007) point out that the EU membership serves as a guarantee of transparency in the legal

and business environment as a result of the acquis communautaire.
6

This effect is anticipated by Frandsen et al. (2000).

7

Two further arguments support this anticipation: due to the large size of the world market and its trans-border

characteristics, suppliers with a wider range of socio-economic business conditions compete for the sales
opportunities, which enhances price and/or quality competition. Also the purchasers have reduced opportunity costs

3

economic and political changes which imply import and export regulations. France, Germany
and Italy were chosen to represent the OMS in this thesis as they are the three largest agricultural
producers in the EU (European Commission 2013).
Throughout the analysis, the background information on the economic importance and
the range of impact of agricultural for the three assessed countries is helpful. The contributions to
the domestic GDPs and job markets are low, as in most industrialized countries, but differ
considerably. In opposition to that, spatial impact is large. Table 1.1 summarizes the values for
these three impact dimensions.
1.1

Contributions of the agricultural sectors to the OMS' societies

France
Germany
Italy

GDP
1.90%
0.80%
2.00%

Employment market
3.80%
1.60%
3.90%

Managed Area
35.31%
33.81%
30.94%

Source: CIA (2013)

The quoted numbers reveal that, economically, agriculture exhibits equal levels of
importance in France and Italy. In these two countries the sector achieves approximately 2 % of
national GDP and employs about 4 % of the work force. In Germany however the numbers are
considerably lower, amounting to 0.8 % and 1.6 % respectively. But the spatial range of impact
is more equal among the three countries. The sector manages about one third of the national
areas, extensively determining the landscapes and socio-economic structures in the rural areas,
but also adopting responsibilities in the fields of nature conservation, animal welfare and climate
protection. Accordingly, the agricultural sector comprises different levels of politico-economical
interests in Germany compared to France and Italy, but at the same time represents for all
countries a very important agent in the rural areas.

Research objectives
On the basis of the broad research question addressing the effect of the EU-enlargement on the
OMS’ agricultural sectors, five specific research objectives are used to capture the different

for changing the supplier because supply contracts are mostly short-dated and alternative suppliers can be found
easily. Therefore achievements on the international market imply successful, up to date and innovative producer
sectors. Furthermore it is assumed that strong domestic sectors are exposed to the incentive to grow and to pass the
national borders.

4

facets of the issue and to operationalise the analysis. Table 1.2 states these five objectives
formulated as questions and also in the form of a short description.

1.2

Research objectives

No.

Objective as Question

Objective in short

1

Did the dynamic export developments towards the CEEC-10
(significantly) change after the EU accessions in terms of quantity?

Changes in quantitative
trade dynamics

2

Did the individual CEEC-10 / CEEC-10 as a country aggregate gain
importance as export markets for the OMS after joining the EU?

NMS’s significance as
export markets

3

Did the dynamic export developments towards the CEEC-10
(significantly) change after the EU accessions in terms of trade
pattern (range of products, primarily traded product category by
factor-intensity and degree of processing, top sellers)?

Change in trade
pattern

4

Did the EU-enlargement have a (significant) effect on the OMS’
export performance in the international sellers’ competition in
terms of changes in their revealed comparative advantage (RCA)?

Impact on revealed
comparative advantage
(RCA) position

5

Which of the OMS benefited most from the political changes or
exhibited the strongest structural changes in exports?

Greatest beneficiary
among the OMS

Again it should be noted that, as discussed above, the decision to make use of exports as
the major analytical subject relies on the fact that they are a suitable indicator for the prosperity
of a goods-producing sector.
The first four research objectives reflect three dimensions of economic success of an
industrial sector. The first objective targets the turnover of the agricultural sectors in the OMS,
which represent the means of profit generation for producers. The second objective deals with
the relationship between supplier and buyer. To a certain extent intensified trade connections
between trading partners are valuable because from the producer point of view it has a sustaining
effect on the sales. However if one buyer becomes extremely dominant the producer faces
dependency issues and demand cancelations become problematic. Strong trade relationships in
general still reveal favorable trade conditions between the participating parties and help them to
flourish economically. For the producer, this is especially true if the business relationship with a
specific buyer strengthens by means of trade creation, implying that total sales increased as
opposed to the alternative of trade reallocation from other sales markets. But even in case of an
initial trade reallocation towards a favorable trading partner, a potential to future trade recreation with the earlier trading partners is established. Actually this might be the more realistic
pattern to evolve since the producers need time to adjust to the increased demand. Objective
three observes the trade pattern evolvement. On the one hand it assesses the flexibility of the
5

producers to adapt to the needs of the buyers but more importantly evaluates whether the
producing sectors structurally grow towards the most dynamic markets within their sectors and
accumulate added value in their own businesses. On the other hand the analysis of trade pattern
developments also reveals whether trade relationships become more natural over time due to the
trade liberalization, exploiting less distortedly the producers’ comparative advantages. The fourth
objective advances one step further. By assessing the Revealed Comparative Advantage (RCA)
position over time, the export performances of the OMS are assessed in comparison to a
reference country group that consists of equipollent countries. Significant changes in this
measure detect non-structural performance changes that are unique to the reporter country.
Improvements in this indicator would imply above-average business growth in the competitive
environment of peers. The fifth objective finally investigates the homogeneity of the preceding
results across the OMS.

Research hypothesis and expected results
Three sources of information feed into the anticipation of expected results. These are economic
intuition, expectations based on trade theory and results from previous studies on similar topics.
As already mentioned at the start, the main effects of the EU-enlargement on the OMS’
agricultural producers are the extension of the free trade zone, the emergence of new competitors
which newly operate at eye level with regard to the political and economic framework and the
redirection of the demand of the CEECs towards EU-members. Economic intuition leads to the
expectation that these three effects should result in improved doing business conditions for the
producers in the OMS and hence lead to overall export increases. Because of the fact that trade is
a dynamic phenomenon and goes together with economic development, with GDP growth as
well as with welfare increases, the improved doing business conditions for the OMS should
become apparent in form of a structural change in these dynamic trade developments. Since the
EU-enlargement exclusively affects the EU-OMS and the accessing countries, non-EU countries
at best will not experience any changes in their export regime or even suffer losses caused by the
redirection of the CEEC-import demand towards the EU. Whether changes in the export
dynamics from the OMS towards the world, excluding the NMS, should be expected depends on
the ability of the producers in the OMS to correspond to the increased demand. Therefore there is
a possibility that here the trade dynamics remain unchanged or abate somewhat. The logical
consequence is a relative increase of exports toward the CEEC countries in the OMS world
exports as well as an increase of the OMS’ share in the world export market. Coming back to the
6

above stated research objectives, significant positive structural breaks should be expected for
absolute exports towards the NMS (objective 1). Even though the developments of the relative
commitment in trade activities towards the NMS (objective 2) and the NCRA index (objective 4)
are less dynamic because they rely on trade proportions, both should be expected to reflect a
notable impact of the EU-enlargement. However, the intuitive approach is less useful to
formulate expectations on the changes in the trade patterns of the OMS towards the CEECs
(objective 3) and the greatest beneficiaries among the OMS (objective 5). A naïve assumption
would be to expect proportional export growth for all agricultural products and equal effects on
all individual OMS. But as the economic mechanisms in these cases are more complex, this
naïve expectation is rejected.
The international trade theory provides a number of findings that are applicable to the
economic effects of the EU-enlargement on the involved parties. Bojnec and Ferto (2010) recall
that according to the factor endowment theory “the countries with the large natural factor
endowment are more likely to specialize in low-price-quality export”. The Heckscher-Ohlin
model points in the same direction saying that countries will export products that use their
abundant and cheap factors of production and import products that use the countries’ scarce
factors. Provided that the area productivity in the CEECs is much lower than in the OMS and
that the processing sector for agri-products is much stronger and more easily expandable in the
OMS than in the CEECs (Bach et al. 2000), the factor endowment theory and the HeckscherOhlin model both suggest that the OMS would rather intensify their export activities towards the
CEECs with products of higher processing levels and technology intensity. The rational is that
for the CEECs it is cheaper to make better use of their agricultural land while the OMS are in a
better position to increase processing capacities. Trade liberalization in this situation of factor
endowment distribution between these two parties hence suggests that the agricultural sectors of
the OMS would mainly intensify their exports in products with high degree of processing. In the
context of dynamic trade developments this would then lead to a further divergence in the export
patterns of the OMS. This theoretical deduction is also confirmed by the Helpman and Krugman
model (Helpman and Krugman 1985) which suggests that “the home market effect is the
tendency for the differentiated-product industry to concentrate in the large market, making it a
net exporter of these goods, whilst the homogeneous good is produced by the smaller country”.
Furthermore the EU-enlargement induced welfare increases in the NMS (Frandsen et al. 2000)
could change the consumption habits of agricultural products in this region towards more
7

differentiated processed products. This would imply a greater growth potential specifically for
processed products in the OMS’ exports.
Finally, the ex-ante EU-enlargement simulations provide a reasonable basis for the
expected results. Bach et al. (2000) estimated the economic effects of the eastern EUenlargement on both the EU-15 and the new member states using a Computable General
Equilibrium (CGE) model. The model is based on the GTAP8 1995 database and also
incorporates the economic and political framework of the year 2000, including the likely CAP
reform according to the agenda 2000 proposal. The analysis assumes the accession of seven
CEECs (Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Hungary, Poland, Romania, Slovak Republic and Slovenia)
to the EU in 2005 and simulates the economic consequences for 2005.
Table 1.3 summarizes their findings regarding the expected changes in agricultural
production in the aggregate of the EU-15 countries. The reported values refer to the percentage
difference of the anticipated absolute output changes between 1995 and 2005 in two different
scenarios. The baseline reference scenario simulates the development in production excluding
the enlargement while the other simulation includes the enlargement assumption. In this way the
authors separated the enlargement effect from the normal productivity gains and from any other
drivers that could possibly influence the output of the EU-15 during the assessed period. It is
important to note that the model assumes the complete introduction of the CAP to the new
accessing countries. Therefore the model assumes equal CAP payment levels for EU-farmers and
does not anticipate the in reality adopted reduced payment rates towards the producers in the
NMS. Indifferent from including or excluding the enlargement assumption, the simulations
predict that the EU-15 would increase their agricultural output from 1995 to 2005 in all product
categories except for other grains, bovine animals and bovine meat products. But the results from
table 1.3 indicate that the enlargement assumption further boosts the output of some product
categories while it lowers the productivity development for others. Because the detected
enlargement effects for the EU-15 immanently presume trade linkages, the results can partly be
directly transferred to expectations of the export performance of the EU-15. In the cases where
the EU-enlargement had a positive effect on the EU-15 agri-output, the effect can be directly
attributed to export increases since for the EU-15 the sales market grew solely in the CEECs. In
the opposite cases the inference to the export performance is less obvious because there is the
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possibility that newly created import flows from the CEECs towards the EU-15 region substitute
former domestic production within the EU-15. In summary, most probably the EU-enlargement
induced boost in production of certain products should be expected to be reflected in the export
performance of the EU-15, while the abatement effect for the negatively affected product groups
might not be detectable.
1.3

Simulated agricultural output changes of the EU-15 between 1995 and 2005 due to
an EU-enlargement of seven CEECs in 2005
Product category

Percentage deviation in EU-15 agricultural output of
the enlargement scenario from the baseline scenario

Product categories with negative changes compared to the baseline
Bovine animals
Bovine meat products
Wheat
Other grains
Oilseeds
Product categories with positive changes compared to the baseline
Other animal products
Other meat products
Vegetables, fruits and nuts
Other crops
Other processed food
Source: Bach et al. (2000)

- 6.3
- 1.8
- 4.2
- 8.9
- 0.2
1.2
1.9
2.8
1.0
1.4

Hence the results of Bach et al. (2000) support the expectation for trade patterns to
change and also to diverge more after the EU-enlargement (objective 3). Looking at the findings
of Bach et al. (2000) in more detail it appears that the EU-15 are expected to neglect further
commitments in the production of homogeneous products with low degrees of processing and in
turn expand production in the area of high processing. Wheat, other grains and oilseeds are
indeed major representatives of products that do not require complex processing steps after
harvest, while other meat products, vegetables, fruits and nuts and other processed food products
need intensive production management and processing or special treatment after harvest or
slaughter. The only exception is found in bovine meat products which appear in the simulation
results among the products that are expected to lose production growth momentum in the EU-15,
even though they are highly processed goods. Consequently, the trade pattern divergence of the
EU-15 after the EU-enlargement is most likely caused by above-average export increases in
highly processed goods while the exports in low processed goods stagnate or decline. This trade
divergence anticipation is further confirmed by the research work of Bojnec and Ferto who
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conclude that the “CEEC-149 agro-food specialization to the EU-15 is in Bulk raw commodities
at lower export price-quality compared to the other exporters to these markets” (Bojnec and
Ferto 2010) while the “specialization patterns for Germany on the EU-15 markets [develop]
toward consumer-ready food” (Bojnec and Ferto 2010b).
It follows that the research hypothesis for the first four research objectives is to receive
significant results towards structural changes. The absolute export dynamics towards the NMS
and the share of exports towards the NMS in the OMS’ world exports are expected to change in
the upward direction. Furthermore the trade patterns of the OMS in their trade towards the NMS
are expected to diverge in favor of products with high level of processing. Since the EUenlargement affects solely the EU community, even the Normalized Revealed Comparative
Advantage (NRCA) index10 should improve for the OMS.
Bach et al. (2000) allows one to make predictions about the relative extent of these
changes. Although the periods of assessment are different11, the same economic event is
analyzed. Since Bach et al.’s (2000) results are simulations, an inference about the relative extent
of EU-enlargement induced structural changes is valid. Bach et al. (2000) find production
increases at ranges between one and three percent. This can serve as a point of comparison for
the anticipation of the changes in absolute trade towards the NMS.
Still, it is not possible to foresee whether the anticipated benefits are equally shared
among the individual OMS or which category of processed agricultural goods experienced the
greatest boost. By the same token only the results of this thesis will reveal which of the NMS
among the CEEC-10 prove to be the export destinations with the highest EU-enlargement
associated growth rates.
Crespo and Fontoura (2007) include a further argument to the analysis by relating the
expected trade intensification between the OMS and NMS after the enlargement event to the
already existing degree of trade integration between these parties. They report that the CEEC-10
obtained in 2003 63% of their imported goods and services from the EU-15. Since the degree of
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trade integration was already extensive before the accession, any further above-average increases
in trade would signify excessive gains in the terms of trade or the establishment of other
favorable partnership characteristics compared to other suppliers. But the authors still agree that
a restructuring may be expected.

Contributions of the study
To the best of knowledge, this paper represents the first ex-post attempt to assess the effect of the
EU-enlargement on the export performance of the old member states in the agricultural market.
The results can be used as independent information on the recent evolvement of the agricultural
sectors in the OMS. However, they can also be utilized to compare the predictions and
anticipations that were made prior to the EU-enlargement with the actual developments in the
European agricultural sectors. From the policy making point of view, this is interesting because
decisions with regards to accession timing and the design of framework agreements had to be
based on the predicted implications. In these kinds of decisions it is crucial to weigh economic
gains against losses that approach each affected party. It is along these lines that this study
enables a comparison of anticipated and actual data exclusively for the OMS’ agricultural
sectors.
Moreover, it is not common to analyze contemporaneously trade patterns and
comparative advantage in present day literature. The effort to bring together both issues allows
for direct comparisons, enabling the analysis of whether trade patterns towards specific trading
partners strategically evolve in line with comparative advantages or whether there still exist any
kind of significant distortions.
Finally, the application of the still young Normalized Revealed Comparative Advantage
(NRCA) Index as a representative of the RCA measurement family is rarely used to date and has
yet to be calculated for western European agricultural sectors.

Chapter 2 - Methodology
Analytical approach
The analytical approach includes both a descriptive and a statistical assessment of appropriate
data sets and indicators. Each research objective is worked on individually in a separated effort.
Table 2.1 summarizes the indicators used and the statistical assessment methods for each of the
research objectives, which are then explained and discussed in the remainder of this chapter. The
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indicators either consist of, or are based on plain export in value data widely used in international
trade performance analysis. The statistical assessment methods originate from time series
analysis and consist of tests for significant changes in dynamics or structural breaks in the data
series.

2.1

Associated indicators and statistical assessment methods for each research objective
Objective

1 – Changes in
quantitative trade
dynamics

Indicator*

Statistical assessment method*

(1) absolute exports in value
towards the NMS and towards
the world

2 – NMS’ significance as (1) Share of exports towards the
export markets
NMS in the OMS’ word exports

3 – Change in trade
pattern

(1) Lawrence index
(2) Krugman index
(3) mean deviations of export data
for all agri- products and by
product category
(4) absolute exports towards the
NMS by product category

4 – Impact on revealed
comparative
advantage position

(1) Normalized Revealed
Comparative Advantage Index
(NRCA Index) for individual agriproducts, all agri- products and
by product category
(2) mean deviations the NRCA
Index data sets for all agriproducts and by product category

5 – Greatest beneficiary
among the OMS

Unit root tests and time series
regression analysis to test for
structural breaks including wald
test
Unit root tests and time series
regression analysis to test for
structural breaks including wald
test
Interpretation of the Lawrence and
Krugman indices.
Panel unit root test for
distributional divergence; unit root
tests and time series regression
analysis to test for structural breaks
including wald test for export data
(all agri- products and by product
category)
Unit root tests and time series
regression analysis to test for
structural breaks including wald
test;
Panel unit root test for
distributional divergence

Comparative analysis of the
individual reporter’s results

-

*Indicators, data sets and statistical assessment tools that appear in this table without further explanation are
being thoroughly discussed in subsequent paragraphs.

In the following the data that forms the basis of all utilized indicators is described first.
Here also the agricultural product categories are identified which divide the total agricultural
products in product groups with respect to their factor-intensity in the production process and
degree of processing. After that the calculation method and interpretation of each non-trivial
indicator is described successively. At the end of this chapter the deployed statistical assessment
methods are discussed.
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As table 2.1 indicates, apart from the raw export data in value and the simple shares of
exports towards the CEECs in total world exports12, four indicators are used in this thesis which
will be subsequently discussed after the description of the basic data. The Lawrence and
Krugman indices as well as the ‘Panel Unit Root Test for Distributional Divergence’ (based on
unit root tests on mean-deviation data) are tools to analyze the developments of trade patterns,
while the Normalized Comparative Advantage Index (NRCA Index) is a relative measure of the
export strength of a reporter country in a specific product compared to the product specific
export performance of a reference country group.

Data description
Annual export in value data forms the basis of the entire analysis of the impact of the eastern
EU-enlargement on the prosperity of the old member states’ agricultural export sectors. The
research question requires the data to include the accession years of the NMS to the EU and to
provide as much annual observations as possible before and after these years, without reaching
too far back into the period of economic transition of the CEECs. Furthermore, the data should
provide disaggregated information on all existing agricultural products and also permit the
subdivision of the general data set into subgroups according to the level of processing. Finally,
this information is required for the targeted reporters and trading partners. On the reporters’ side,
the assessed representatives of the OMS, France, Germany and Italy as well as the total of the
OECD13 countries have to be eligible. The information on the OECD countries is required
because one of the utilized indicators necessitates information on the export performance of a
reference country group. Furthermore, the individual CEEC-10 and the world need to be eligible
as trading partners. The OECD iLibrary data base was found to provide the needed data sets. It
offers the required export information in the form of the Standard International Trade
Classification (SITC). At the five-digit level the SITC systematically captures all tradable goods
and services at the highest degree of disaggregation available. Table 2.2 gives a summary about
the characteristics of the utilized data.
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2.2

Data description

Data base
Data type and period of assessment
Observations
Reporter countries, representing the OMS
Considered NMS as trading partners

OECD iLibrary
Annual export in value in USD* from 1999 to 2011 (period
of 13 years)
Agri-products in the SITC-5** (543 product groups)
France, Germany and Italy (plus total OECD as reference
group)
Bulgaria, Czech Republic, Estonia, Hungary, Latvia,
Lithuania, Poland, Romania, Slovakia and Slovenia
(Cyprus and Malta are excluded because they are not part
of the CEEC-region)

*reported in current USD, extracted from the data base in February 2013
**Agricultural products in the Standard International Trade Classification at the five-digit level. The 543
agricultural products are identified from the overall SITC-5 entries using a key provided in Chen et al. (2000).

All together the data set-up leads to the structure of an annual panel with 13 observations
for each of the 543 cross-sections. This results in data sets of in total 7059 observations for each
reporter and trading partner combination. Of course this data structure applies to all considered
indicators. It is important to note that in order to harmonize the panel and enable further
processing of the data, missing values were substituted by the zero value. This data treatment is
motivated by the assumption that missing observations are most likely to occur in cases where
export is rather insignificant. In addition this procedure offers the most conservative solution to
the problem. Because negative exports in the sense of imports are not considered in this thesis,
zero exports of a specific product impose a weakening effect on the overall export performance
of a country. Hence this will not lead to the error of falsely reporting export increases.
In order to generate the data sub sets for the differentiated analysis of product groups by
degree of processing, the categorization introduced by Chen et al. (2000) is followed. The
researchers classify agri-food trade into four commodity groups on the basis of the SITC: bulk
commodities, processed intermediate goods, consumer-ready food and horticultural products.
These four commodity groups differ from each other in terms of their factor-intensity, degree of
processing and readiness for direct consumption (Chen 2000). Table 2.3 gives examples of
representative products and also indicates the total number of grouped products out of the 543
for each of the four product categories14.
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2.3

Chen et al. (2000) agricultural product categories (Chen categories)

Category
no.

Category label

Number
of
products

Product category description

1

bulk commodities

63

grain, oilseed, and plant-based fibers such as
cotton, raw rubber and non-manufactured tobacco

2

processed intermediate
goods

169

flour, feed, live animals, animal fats/oil, and
animal-based fiber such as wool

3

consumer-ready food

262

preserved vegetables, fish, fruits and nuts, fresh
and frozen meats, eggs, dairy products, processed
meats, manufactured tobacco, and beverages

4

horticultural products

49

fresh fruits, vegetables, and flowers

Source of information: Chen et al. (2000)

The Chen categories one to three exhibit a line of continuous increased level of
processing. In some cases the products from a lower level are input factors for the production of
products in subsequent categories. One exemplary product pair is grain and flour. In this case the
processing element is the milling. Often the products of the processed intermediate goods and
consumer-ready food categories rely on the products of the first category; bulk commodities. The
fourth category with horticultural products has to be considered differently. Even though they
can also act as raw materials to produce consumer-ready food, in most cases they are still
marketed without further processing. However, the production of horticultural products requires
a higher degree of management and more complex technology compared to the production of
bulk commodities. The harvest is also more work-intensive and the treatment requirements
during storage and transport are much more demanding.

Indicators
Lawrence and Krugman Indices
The Lawrence Index and the Krugman Index both are tools to assess trade patterns. In this
context a trade pattern refers to the composition of the export flow of a reporter country or
region. This generally includes two characteristics which are revealed by product-specific export
proportions. For instance, an export flow always exhibits structural and qualitative attributes.
Structurally, it can either be dominated by a small number of individual goods, or it could
include a broad range of different goods, while it also differs qualitatively in terms of
distinctively included or excluded products. Panel data of product export shares over time
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contain the needed information to reveal these two characteristics for a reporter and also allows
for change analysis.
The two indices are very similar in their mathematical derivation and behavior, but target
different analytical aspects. The Lawrence Index measures the degree of transformation in the
trade pattern of a country (or region) towards a specific partner over a predefined time period.
Thus it investigates the temporal evolution of a country’s (or region’s) trade pattern towards a
specific trading partner. The Krugman Index in turn focuses on one point in time and quantifies
in relative terms the discrepancy between the trade pattern of a country (or region) towards a
specific trading partner and the country’s (or region’s) overall trade pattern towards the world.
As reported in Crespo and Fontoura (2007), the indices are defined by the following
formulas.
2.4

Calculation formulas for the Lawrence and Krugman Indices
Lawrence

Krugman
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 () and  () represent a country’s (reporter’s) exports in product j and its total
exports at time t respectively towards the assessed export market i, and
 () and  () represent analogously the reporter’s exports in product j and its
total exports at time t towards the world.
 is assumed to equal 0.5.
The formulas show that the indices rely on comparisons between export shares. They
consist of the sums of export share differences in absolute value and then are multiplied by 
which is assumed to equal 0.515. The two indices differ in the reference export share value. In
case of the Lawrence Index, the share of product j in the total exports to country i at time (t + s)
is set in relation to the same export share but from time t. In case of the Krugman Index however,
the share of product j in the total exports to country i at time t is set in relation to the share of the
same product in total world exports at time t. Thus the changing element in the Lawrence Index
is the time while in the Krugman Index it is the export market. Therefore, these indices provide
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answers to different analytical questions in the evaluation of trade patterns. Both range between
zero and one16. The Lawrence Index is increasing with structural transformation and the
Krugman Index is increasing with structural dissimilarity. In the analytical assessment the former
can be used to examine the trade connection of a reporter and a trading partner over time. Index
values closer to one obviously would indicate that the characteristics of the trade pattern changed
during the assessment period. A high rate of trade pattern transformation might be induced by
economic development in either of the trading partners, by the evolution of trade specialization
or by alterations of the competitive trade environment. By the same token, low index values
indicate fairly stable trade flows over time and draw the picture of well-established business
connections where a market equilibrium has been reached. The latter index in turn is a snap-shot
evaluation and reveals structural differences in export structures of a reporter towards the
isolated trading partner i compared to the reporter’s overall world export structure p. Assuming
that the trade pattern towards the world reveals the natural trade activity of a country or region
that is based on resource endowment, infrastructure, knowhow and geographic location, a rather
dissimilar trade pattern towards an individual developed trading partner indicates the existence of
any sort of trade distortion. In such a case the reporter is prevented from carrying out its normal
trading activities in line with its comparative advantage structure. Most often tariffs as well as
non-tariff barriers are the main reason for trade distortions which consequently cause lost trading
opportunities for the producing and manufacturing sectors. Another reason for dissimilar trade
patterns might be that the trading partner is not fully integrated into the trading network of the
reporter. This too in the end implies lost trading opportunities. Furthermore, dissimilar trading
partners could also imply non-efficient trade flows. These trade flows could be relicts from
habitual trade connections which were not subject to market optimization and international
competition. Those inefficient trade flows again are obstacles in the development of business and
cause the involved parties to fall behind economically because structural changes as well as
technological improvement are not anticipated. All together a trade pattern towards an individual
trading partner that is more similar to the world export trade pattern shows that the trade
relationship benefits from the efficiency aspect of free markets and is rather flexible in nature.
The analysis of the development of the Krugman index over time may render associated changes
in the trading conditions or information on the maturating process of the trade relations between
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the reporter and the assessed trading partner. If the Krugman Index, for example, declines over
time, it can be inferred that the assessed trading partner is in the process of becoming more
extensively integrated into the reporter’s trade network. It also implies that trade obstacles are
being successively cut back in favor of liberal markets.
Although the Lawrence Index and Krugman Index are structurally related, they do not
necessarily have to simultaneously exhibit change. For example the Lawrence Index might
indicate a high rate of trade pattern transformation while the Krugman Index reveals low levels
of alteration. The reason for this difference in behavior is rooted in the fact that the Krugman
Index partly depends on the changes in world export patterns. In this example, the bilateral as
well as the world export patterns transformed, causing the Lawrence Index to display change
while the Krugman Index remains indifferent.

Panel Unit Root Test for Distributional Divergence
In line with the first of the two earlier identified trade pattern characteristics which addresses the
export trade structure, a reporter’s export activity across a range of products can also be regarded
as a distribution. For any point in time it is possible to estimate a frequency distribution of the
considered product groups by export value, including the cross-sectional mean and the standard
deviation. Histograms or box-plots are helpful diagrams to visualize the distribution and to show
whether the observations are gathered around the cross-sectional mean or are scattered along the
full range of possible values. In the first case, the total exports would consist of many different
products that are exported at equal scale, while in the second case, the bigger part of the total
exports are made up of a small number of top selling products and most other produce is rather
non-competitive in the international markets. Hence a concentrated distribution of export in
value data across all agricultural products would reveal a comprehensive trade interaction that
includes most segments of the agricultural sector. The other extreme would naturally indicate
that the trade participation of the individual agricultural produce segments is unevenly
distributed.
Comparisons of these distributions over time can be useful to identify trends and
developments. In these exercises it is of specific interest to test whether the distribution
converges (becomes more concentrated) or diverges (becomes more scattered) over time. This
leads to similar information that is obtained by interpreting the Lawrence Index but exclusively
analysis the structural dimension of the trade pattern.
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Lopez and Papell (2012) describe in their work the ‘Panel Unit Root Test for
Distributional Divergence’ which is a statistical analysis method that enables a systematic study
of distributional progression. The test consists of panel unit root tests on mean-deviation data.
The mean-deviation data is defined as the respective differences between the observed values of
each product and the cross-sectional mean for each point in time. To some extent they therefore
are related to the residuals in an OLS regression. As a result, the basis of the ‘Panel Unit Root
Test for Distributional Divergence’ is a data panel with differences from the mean for each
cross-section and considered point in time. This data set has two properties. The cross-sectional
mean of all product differentials for each point in time is equal to zero since these observations
originate with reference to the cross-sectional mean of the raw data. However, the mean of each
product differential over the whole assessment period is most likely non-zero. This means that,
on average, the raw data observations of any individual product do deviate from the sample
mean. Hence the rationale behind the method is that if the mean-deviation data is non-stationary
over time and exhibits a drift or a slope, the initial raw data distribution must diverge over that
time period. Panel unit root tests are used to test for stationarity. It is important however to apply
panel unit root tests which allow for individual intercepts and assume individual unit root
processes in order to capture the time series development of the individual cross-sections. If the
unit root hypothesis is not rejected, and the mentioned settings are chosen, the interpretation
should be that, on average, the cross-section specific observations increasingly diverge
(positively or negatively) from the mean value as the difference between the observations and the
mean increases (Lopez and Papell 2012). From the time series perspective this could also be
identified as heteroscedasticity. Because the sum of the positive deviations must equal the sum of
the negative deviations, non-stationarity in the mean-deviation data implies that the distributions
of the raw data diverge over time. They flatten and broaden by receiving more high and low
extremes. According to Lopez and Papell (2012) the p-value acts as an indicator of the
divergence strength. For example, a distribution should be understood to have stronger diverged
than another if the p-value of its associated unit root test is closer to one than the p-value of the
other test. A simple explanation is that the former unit root hypothesis is more readily accepted
than the latter, implying that the distribution divergence in the former case is more apparent.
Transferred to the export data, divergence would indicate export specialization. It means
that in case of an overall increasing trend in exports, certain product groups must witness
stronger growth dynamics than others.
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Normalized Revealed Comparative Advantage Index
Note on the evolution of the revealed comparative advantage indices
In international trade analysis very often comparative advantage is assumed to be the main
source of trade (Yu et al. 2009). This assumption is motivated by the classical trade theory which
is represented by Adam Smith’s trade model, the Ricardian trade model and the Heckscher-Ohlin
model. In Adam Smith’s model trade is induced by absolute production cost advantages of one
region over another. The Ricardian model specifies the cost advantages as a result stemming
from differences in technology and in the availability of natural resources. Finally factor
endowments act as the main driver for trade in the Heckscher-Ohlin model. It predicts that
countries will export products that use their abundant and cheap factors of production and import
products that use the countries’ scarce factors.
With his publication from 1965 “Trade liberalization and revealed comparative
advantage” (Balassa 1965), Balassa pioneered a system that measured the level of a country’s
comparative advantage. He specified the following Revealed Comparative Advantage index
(RCA) which is now often called the Balassa Index:
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Where E denotes export values towards the world
i denotes a country
j denotes a commodity
REF denotes a group of reference countries
In essence, the RCA index is based on export data and relates the share of a commodity
or product in the assessed country’s total world exports to the share of the same commodity or
product in the total world exports of a reference country group in the form of a quotient. The
notion of comparative advantage revealment comes about by inferring the comparative
advantage of a country in the production of a certain product or good from above-average export
performance in that product or good. Therefore the decisive threshold of the RCA index is one,
values above one indicate comparative advantage and values below one reveal comparative
disadvantage, while the index ranges between zero and infinity. Obviously, higher values above
one stand for stronger comparative advantages than lower values. Because the index provides a
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measure for the earlier mentioned main driver of trade flows, it became a popular analytical tool
in empirical studies.
The index is useful in order to assess whether or not a country has comparative advantage
in a product. It can also be used to signify a country’s relative ranking of comparative advantage
in different commodities (Yu et al. 2009). The index motivated trade researchers to formulate
numerous further research objectives but several unfavorable properties of the index prohibited
their realization. Yu et al. (2009) depict the main shortcomings that were uncovered in the
literature after Balassa’s initial publication. The index lacks favorable econometric properties
like symmetry and robustness against market size, number of considered products, number of
included reference countries and country size. The sensitivity towards country size leads to the
lack of the ordinal and the cardinal property which disables cross-country comparisons. “The
same value for the Balassa index has a different meaning for different countries” (Hinloopen and
van Marrewijk 2001).
Because a more powerful index seemed promising to enable the analysis of more
complex research objectives, several attempts were made to circumvent the shortcomings of the
classical Balassa index. Vollrath (1991), Laursen (1998), Proudman and Redding (1998), Hoen
and Oosterhaven (2006) and finally Yu et al. (2009) successively proposed advanced versions of
the Balassa Index resulting in the emergence of a family of more or less related RCA indices.
However they exhibit different threshold values, different econometric properties and also
transport varying levels of economically evaluable information. Still most of them did not solve
all the shortcomings of the classic Balassa Index.
In order to answer the research objectives in this thesis the Normalized Revealed
Comparative Advantage (NRCA) Index is applied, which is the most recent proposal by Yu et al.
(2009). To the best of knowledge, the NRCA Index constitutes the most powerful and versatile
measure for comparative advantage because it does not suffer from the above mentioned
analytical shortcomings. The following paragraph explains its derivation, properties, enhanced
application options and rules for interpretation.
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Derivation, interpretation and application of the ‘Normalized Revealed Comparative
Advantage’ Index
Yu et al. (2009) constructed the ‘Normalized Revealed Comparative Advantage Index’ (NRCA
Index) as follows:
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Where E୨୧ denotes the value of country i’s commodity j exports towards the world
E ୧ denotes the value of country i’s total world exports (sum of all ‘E୨୧ ’)
E୨ୖ denotes the value of the reference country group’s commodity j exports towards the
world
E ୖ denotes the value of the reference country group’s total world exports (sum of all
‘E୨ୖ ’)
The mathematical derivation starts off with the identification of the comparativeadvantage neutral point. In the formula this comparative-advantage neutral point is represented
by the subtrahend in which the share of commodity j in the reference country group’s total
exports is multiplied by the ‘size’ of country i’s export sector. It expresses the expectation about
how much (in value) commodity j country i should export in reference to a predefined
benchmark. In other words the expectation about country i’s export intensity of commodity j
comes about by multiplying the commodity specific benchmark proportion, which is set by the
export performance of a group of reference countries, with the total exports of country i. The
index then is generated by comparing the real observed export performance of country i in
commodity j with the expectation. This is done by subtracting the expectation (comparativeneutral point) from the real export intensity. The result is the absolute deviation of the real export
activity of country i in commodity j from the comparative-advantage neutral expectation.
Consequently, the index is country and commodity specific. Yu et al. (2009) finally add a last
operation to the index. The entire right hand side of the formula is divided by the total export
value of the reference country group. This last step leads to the normalization of the index. All
together “The NRCA Index measures the degree of deviation of a country’s actual export from
its comparative-advantage-neutral level in terms of its relative scale with respect to the
[reference country group] export market and thus provides a proper indication of the underlying
comparative advantage” (Yu et al. 2009). Because the index is additive in nature, the threshold of
comparative advantage is zero. Positive values reveal comparative advantages and negative
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values indicate comparative disadvantages. Also higher absolute values of the index indicate
higher degrees of comparative advantages and disadvantages respectively.
Yu et al. (2009) stress four major properties of the NRCA Index. Together they
distinguish it from the other existing RCA indices. The properties ‘range’ and ‘index value
accumulation behavior (total sums)’ address the entire cross-sectional and country wise
distributions while the properties ‘additivity’ and ‘score for zero exports’ rather focus on
sensitivities and behavior within the distributions and index data sets. In their article the authors
show that the unscaled NRCA Index ranges from -0.25 to 0.25. These extremes are reached if the
assessed country solely exports product j and none of the other reference countries trades that
particular product (for the upper bound) or if the assessed country does not export product j at all
while the reference countries solely export that product (lower bound). In essence17, one party
has to be 100 % specialized in exports on the assessed product while in the same time the other
party has to exhibit a void for that same product in its export portfolio. These definite boundaries
stand symmetric around the comparative-advantage neutral point. The total sums both across all
products per country (∑ 


)

and across all countries per product (∑ 


)

equal to zero.

“Therefore, the NRCA Index indicates that each country or each commodity as a whole is
comparative-advantage-neutral; and no country has comparative advantage (or disadvantage) in
all commodities. This nicely reflects the relative nature of comparative advantage” (Yu et al.
2009). These two properties, range and total sums, ensure that the possible NRCA distributions
are all symmetrical. Coming to the third property, the authors point out that the NRCA Index is
additive in terms of both countries and commodities. Hence the NRCA of a group of products
equals the sum of the NRCA Index values of the respective group members and the NRCA of a
group of countries in accordance with a specific product also equals the sum of the NRCA Index
values of the respective countries. Of course when all considered products or all considered

17

Yu et al. (2009) provide a thorough derivation of the range property. One important feature is that the
assessed country i has to be part of the reference country group. Furthermore the derivation shows that the range
limits are reached only if two other requirements are additionally fulfilled. In order to reach the upper range
୧
limit firstly Eି୨
= E୨ି୧ = 0 has to be the case. (The minus sign indicates the group of countries or products
ି୧
excluding the assessed ones.) Secondly E୨୧ = Eି୨
> 0 has to hold. Both conditions together create the situation
in which the assessed country is 100 % specialized in the observed product while the reference countries do not
export this product at all and in the same time the assessed country stands for 50 % of the total export amount of
ି୧
the reference country group. For the lower limit the two requirements of course have to be reversed (E୨୧ = Eି୨
=
୧
0 and Eି୨
= E୨ି୧ > 0).
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countries are selected this leads back to the predefined result of total sums (which is zero).
Lastly, it is worthwhile noting that the index score for zero exports is not invariant. As a matter
of fact the extent of comparative disadvantage revealed by zero export varies, depending on the
size of the country and on the size of the commodity’s export market. If two countries have zero
exports in commodity j, according to the NRCA Index, the relatively ‘large’ country would have
more comparative disadvantage in commodity j than the relatively small’ country. The reason is
that in the case of the ‘large’ country the comparative-advantage neutral point is relatively higher
since a ‘larger’ country generally should be expected to export a greater amount than a ‘smaller’
country. Consequently, the deviation from zero and this comparative-advantage neutral point
differs among different countries.
All together these properties allow for various analytical setups. Like all other RCA
indices the NRCA Index can be used to identify comparative advantages or disadvantages of
individual countries and to establish a ranking order of all products. It is also possible to
descriptively evaluate these rankings over time and reveal temporal structural developments.
However, only the NRCA Index enables reliable cross-country and cross-commodity
comparisons while also producing meaningful absolute value differences. Furthermore, the
symmetrical property of the NRCA Index “helps to preserve the normality assumption in
regression analysis, which is a premise for the use of t-statistics to validate the results of
regression analysis” (Yu et al. 2009).
The structure of the formula and properties of the index bring forth the following rules
for interpretation, addressing the threshold value between comparative advantage and
disadvantage and also the meaning of the absolute difference between two index values (Yu et al.
2009). A NRCA୧୨ value > 0 (<0) indicates that country i’s actual export of commodity j ( E୨୧ ) is
higher (lower) than its comparative-advantage neutral level, signifying that country i has a
comparative advantage (disadvantage) in producing or exporting commodity j. The greater (or
the lower) the NRCA୧୨ score is, the stronger the comparative advantage (or disadvantage) proves
to be. Since comparative advantage is a concept that by definition relies on performance
differences in relative terms, the interpretation of the magnitude of NRCA is more meaningful
within a comparative context. Yu et al. (2009) point out that here the multiple between two
NRCA Index values forms the decisive measure. For instance, if for country i the NRCA Index
values for commodity j and k are 0.01 and 0.05 respectively, it means that the relative strength of
country i’s comparative advantage in commodity k is five times higher than its comparative
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advantage in commodity j. More generally the quotient of two NRCA Index values reveals the
comparative-advantage (or disadvantage) strength difference between two subjects. These
comparisons can be made between two different commodities for one country at a specific point
in time (cross-sectional comparison). It is also equally meaningful if index values are compared
for one commodity and country from differing points in time (temporal comparison) or for the
same commodity and differing countries at a specific point in time (cross-country comparison).
These rules of interpretation also apply for NRCA Index sums of several commodities or
countries, since they both are meaningful constructions.
Important for a consistent interpretation of the index is a clear definition of the variables
E, i, j, and REF. The combination of these four variables determines the framework and scope of
any NRCA Index-based analysis. For the purpose of this thesis the following specification was
chosen.
2.5

Specification of the variables for the NRCA Index calculations

Variable
E
i
j
REF

Specification
Exports towards the world in value
France, Germany, Italy
All products and services which are reported in the SITC-5
All OECD countries (including the analyzed country i)

As already mentioned in the introduction, the countries subject of this analysis are
France, Germany and Italy. Therefore, these three countries enter the index formula via the i.
Furthermore, the variable ‘E’ is also predefined. The paragraph on data description in this
chapter specifies that export data in value were chosen as a basis for all analyses18. While the
specification of these first two variables is rather straight forward and is predetermined by the
research question, the decision on how to specify the remaining two variables needs to be
motivated in detail. The variables j and REF in fact set up the reference framework of the index
against which the assessment objects i are evaluated. They have to be specified in a way that
corresponds to the scope of the research objectives. Although the interest of this thesis rests on
agricultural products only, it is reasonable to include all worldwide traded products and services
in the index calculation because of the summing property of the index over all commodities j. It
is only with the inclusion of the entire spectrum of the economies’ outputs that makes it possible
to assess the comparative advantage developments of the agricultural sector as a whole. In this

18

Exports in value were chosen as opposed to export quantities. Both alternatives generally are valid input

information for the NRCA index.
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setting the relative relationships between index values of individual agricultural commodities
remain the same compared to the alternative where only agri-products are considered in the
calculations. However, the sum over all agricultural products, representing the agri-sector as a
whole, does not add up to zero and is meaningful because the agricultural sector in this setting
does not represent the full reference scope. It must be noted that only the NRCA Indices for the
agri-products are calculated in this thesis. Turning to the last variable REF, several implications
of specification alternatives have to be considered. Mainly two issues play important roles in this
respect. Firstly, the reference country group has to be specified before deciding whether to
include the assessed country in the reference group or not. Hinloopen and van Marrewijk (2001)
suggest the inclusion in the reference group of only those countries which are similar to the
assessed county in terms of the degree of economic development and access to the world
markets. This arrangement sets up an equipollent competitive environment and ensures an
undistorted comparison of the trade performance of the assessed country against a matching
counterfactual while minimizing the influence of major economic structural differences on the
results. Following this recommendation, the OECD countries were chosen as reference traders.
This is the peer group of developed and industrialized countries in which the assessed countries
France, Germany and Italy are representative members. The OECD countries share their
commitment to democracy and market economy and also exhibit similar economic structures as
well as technological infrastructure. An especially pertinent point is that the agricultural sectors
in these countries resemble each other: they are supported rather than taxed by the governments,
are increasingly driven by technology and are vertically integrated with the processing sectors
while, as already indicated in the introduction, still playing an important role in the architecture
of rural areas. The fact that the assessed countries France, Germany and Italy are themselves
members of the OECD makes the discussion about excluding or including the assessed country
in the reference country group necessary. The literature raises strong arguments to exclude them,
while at the same time the symmetry and range property of the index requires them to be
included. The inclusion also allows for a more meaningful and simplified cross-country
comparison because in this set up the counterpart for all of the three countries is the same.
Hinloopen and van Marrewijk (2001) and Hoen and Oosterhaven (2006) however both
recommend the exclusion of the assessed country from the reference group in order to avoid
interdependencies between the trade performances of the assessed country and the reference
group. Understandably, the index increasingly loses its significance the stronger the reference
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country group’s trade performance is correlated with that of the assessed country. Following this
logic the theoretical extreme would be that a country’s export performance is compared with
itself, which would lead to trivial and meaningless results. Test calculations excluding and
including the assessed country from or into the reference group revealed differences in the
absolute values of the NCRA indices. Even though the effect of interdependence therefore
cannot be dismissed, the results of the test calculations did not differ in quality. Both alternatives
returned consistent results in terms of rank and relative development over time. It appears that
France, Germany and Italy respectively do not dominate the total of 34 OECD countries in terms
of exports and have no decisive effect on the OECD’s average export performance. In fact
France, Germany and Italy contribute 6 %, 14 % and 5 % respectively to the total OECD
countries’ exports of all products and services. For the total of agri-products the contributions
account for 8 %, 10 % and 5 % respectively19. Hence the error caused by interdependencies
between the assessed countries’ and reference country group’s trade evolvements is negligible
for the purpose of analyzing the research objectives in this thesis. Consequently the ‘inclusive’
calculation alternative was chosen, preserving the favorable econometrical properties of the
index.
The use of the highest level of disaggregation in the trade categorization and the inclusion
of all worldwide traded goods and services into the index calculations lead to smaller index
values for each individual agricultural product. For convenience, and also following Yu et al.
(2009), all reported indices in this thesis are scaled by a factor of 10,000. Accordingly, the range
of possible index values as well is scaled, going from -2,500 to 2,500.
For the analysis the index is calculated for each of the 543 agricultural products in the
SITC-5 catalogue for the the three reporter countries France, Germany and Italy respectively.

Analytical method
As already explained in the above subchapter ‘Analytical approach’, the statistical assessment
comes into play after the descriptive analysis has revealed the general dynamics of the
respectively observed indicator. Thus after obtaining the overall picture of its respective
development and anticipating whether the data series exhibit an increasing, decreasing or
stationary evolvement over the assessment period from 1999 to 2011, two econometric tools are
19

The percentages refer to numbers from 2011; own calculations based on the data described in the chapter ‘data

description’.
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deployed in order to seek statistical evidence for the descriptive findings. Firstly, panel unit root
tests are used to confirm the observed dynamics of the various indicators. In essence they deliver
statistical evidence on whether a time series has an increasing or decreasing dynamic or whether
they prove to be stationary over time. After this, time series regression analyses are deployed to
get to the actual research objectives. The regression model is designed to test for structural
breaks in the accession years. In case of significant results this would clearly capture the effect of
the EU-enlargement on the respectively assessed trade indicator and would further enable
inferences about the enlargement effect on the agricultural export sectors of the OMS. However
it should still be acknowledged that in this kind of empirical analyses it is never possible to
isolate one specific driver of macroeconomic developments. Along these lines and again in case
of significant results it would be appropriate to assign the EU-enlargement with a decisive and
deterministic influence on the OMS’ export performance in agriculture.
Both the panel unit root tests and the time series regression analyses are performed with
the statistical package Eviews 7.

Panel unit root test
Unit root tests in general are tools to statistically determine whether time series are drifting
upwards or downwards or alternatively remain stable over time. For the panel data framework
Eviews provides several unit root tests that differ in preliminary assumptions as well as in the
estimation procedures which correspond to different perceptions of the panel structure and its
intra-distributional dynamics. In the case of the agricultural export sector, on the one hand it is
interesting to discover how its performance evolved over the assessment period as a whole. The
holistic anticipation looks at the agricultural sector as a homogeneous aggregate as it represents
the primary sector20 from the macroeconomic perspective. On the other hand, in practice, the
production of different agricultural products is actually independent from each other and requires
quite different technology and inputs. For example, there are extensive differences between crop
and meat production. In most cases and they are performed in unrelated farming units. This
sector differentiation can be further deepened since the trend in agriculture today still points to
specialization. It is therefore important to capture individual export performance developments
within the agricultural sector in order to get a more sophisticated understanding of the
evolvements. In order to generate results which can be applied to any agricultural subsector
20

In this context forestry is loosely considered to be associated with agriculture.
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rather than only to the outperformers, the most disaggregated settings and assumptions were
chosen for the unit root tests. They assume individual unit root processes21, include individual
intercepts and trend, while the lag length is determined by the ‘Modified Akaike Information
Criterion’. On the basis of these settings the acceptance of the null hypothesis of a unit root
performed on the entire data set of 543 cross-sections and 13 annual observations should be
interpreted with the considered time series on average as non-stationary (Quantitative Micro
Software 2010). Hence outperformers do not have a deterministic influence on the test result. In
fact, this conservative setting determines the unit root tests to be rather inert and only only
accepts the unit root presumption if the majority of considered cross-sections exhibit nonstationary developments. As a result, the acceptance of the unit root would imply that, on
average, all considered cross-sections within the evaluated indicator experienced steady change.

Time series regression analysis
The regression model is designed to only test for structural breaks at the first accession event in
2004. Thus the second accession event of 2007 at which Bulgaria and Romania joined the EU is
not explicitly modeled in the regression. The choice of simplifying the regression in this fashion
is based on two arguments. Firstly, it keeps the regression more compact and eases the
interpretation of the results. Secondly, and more importantly, it divides the data series in two
parts rather than three. Looking at the observation period, omitting 2007 as a possible structural
break gives 5 pre-accession observations (1999 to 2003) and 8 membership observations (2004
to 2011) per product. In contrast the inclusion of 2007 in the regression model would have
fragmented the data series into three periods of 5, 3 and 5 years. Considering that a high degree
of data fragmentation increases the problem of small samples and also bearing in mind that eight
of the considered NMS joined the EU in 2004 with only two joining in 2007, the simplified
model was chosen. Of course, Bulgaria and Romania are at all times included in the analyzed
data. Thus their accession effect in 2007 still contributes to the membership period. Accordingly,
the model specification results in the following time series regression equation:

21

Namely the IPS W-stat, ADF-Fischer Chi square and PP-Fischer Chi square tests are considered, which are the in

EViews reported unit root tests that assume individual unit root processes.
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= 1 + 2 ∗
Where:
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∗ 04_11

Represents the respective trade performance indicator in form of
a data panel

Yt-1

Represents the first lag of Y

dummy04_11

Represents a dummy variable which obtains the value 1 for all
observations from the inclusive period 2004-2011 and a value of
zero otherwise

The equation specifies that the trade performance indicator is regressed on an intercept,
its first lag, a dummy variable for the membership years of the NMS and on an interaction term
of the dummy variable with the dependent variable’s first lag. The regression results accordingly
return estimates for the four coefficients c(1), c(2), c(3) and c(4) and represent an estimate of the
quantitative evolution of the examined trade performance indicator between 1999 and 2011.
Table 2.6 summarizes the data series and respective subsamples which are scheduled to be
analyzed by the above identified regression model. The samples refer to the Chen categories. The
figures in the table indicate the number of observations in each sample which result from
multiplying the number of cross-sections with the number of annual observations. For
convenience, the table replicates the number of cross-sections for each Chen category. The
assessment period again runs from 1999 to 2011, resulting in 13 annual observations.
2.6

Description of the data series and subsamples which are analyzed with the time

series regression model
Data series
Sample
All SITC-5 agri products
Bulk commodities
Processed intermediate goods
Consumer-ready food
Horticultural products

Number of
crosssections
543
63
169
262
49

Exports to
CEEC aggregate
in value
7059
819
2197
3406
637

Share of exports
towards CEEC
aggregate in total
world exports
7059
819
2197
3406
637

NRCA
Index
7059
819
2197
3406
637

To seek the most reasonable way of aggregating the large cross-sections of the data
panels that renders a good basis for the interpretation of the coefficient results, tests were
conducted on the appropriateness of specifying fixed effects or random effects in the regression
model settings. The ‘redundant fixed effects test’ in EViews strongly rejected the hypothesis of
abundant fixed effects. It also turned out that for the panel data used in this thesis the fixed
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effects specification was superior to the random effects specification. Table B.1 in appendix B
presents exemplarily the results of the ‘redundant fixed effects test’ for the regression of the
French exports in value towards the CEEC-10 country aggregate. The rejection of the null
hypothesis is doubtless confirmed. Furthermore regression test runs revealed that all conducted
regressions suffered from cross-sectional heteroscedasticity and serial correlation in the
residuals. Figures B-1 and B-222 respectively show exemplarily the graph of residuals and the
correlogram of residuals from the regression of the French exports to the CEEC-10 country
aggregate (all agri products). Both figures confirm that cross-sectional heteroscedasticity and
serial correlation are present. Therefore a robust estimator against these two issues had to be
applied. Accordingly the following EViews regression settings were chosen:
2.7

Settings for regression analysis

Estimator
Fixed effects specification
GLS Weights
Coefficient variance calculation method

Panel Least Squares
Cross-sectional fixed effects
Cross-sectional weights
White period

The fixed effects specification together with the application of cross-sectional weights
cause the model to produce results that correspond to a cross-sectional average which however
excludes the distorting dominance of outperformers. In this respect table 2.8 summarizes how the
four coefficients have to be correctly interpreted.
2.8

Interpretation of the regression coefficients

Coefficient

Interpretation

C(1)

Sample average baseline value of the dependent variable for the period
1999 to 2003
Sample average slope coefficient for the period 1999 to 2003
Additive value in reference to c(1) for the period 2004 to 2011
Additive value in reference to c(2) for the period 2004 to 2011

C(2)
C(3)
C(4)

Following these interpretation rules the estimated average value of the dependent variable
(across the considered cross-sections) for a point in time within the period 1999 to 2003 is given
by the sum of the coefficient c(1) and the factor resulting from multiplying c(2) with the
respective lagged value of the dependent variable. But in order to calculate an estimate for a
point in time after 2004, the coefficients c(1) and c(2) first have to be toted up with c(3) and c(4)
respectively before the same summing operation is done as described above. As a result, the
coefficients c(3) and c(4) are of major interest in the analysis to answer the research objectives.
A significant result for one of the latter two coefficients constitutes statistical evidence that the
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To be found in appendix B.
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observed data exhibits a structural break in 2004. The c(3) coefficient implies that the sample
average baseline significantly changed while the c(4) coefficient implies that the growth rate has
significantly changed. Furthermore the joint significance of c(3) and c(4) represents even
stronger evidence for such a structural break because it implies that both the baseline value and
the slope are different for the periods before and after 2004.
The joint significance of c(3) and c(4) is tested by deploying the Wald Test. In this test
the null hypothesis is set to be c(3)=0 and c(4)=0. The rejection of this null hypothesis would
hence provide statistical evidence for a significant change in the data evolvement in 2004,
dividing the time series in two periods of differing dynamic behavior.
In a further analytical step, the extent of the possibly identified structural break can be
loosely quantified by calculating the quotients c(3)/c(1) and c(4)/c(2) and expressing them in the
form of percentages. The quotients indicate the relative change in baseline value and slope
coefficient between the periods before and after the EU-enlargement in 2004.
Two reasons prevented the otherwise favorable transformation of the data prior to the
regression analysis. In many cases the logarithmic transformation enables better economic
interpretation of the results because in that case the coefficients would directly represent the
partial elasticities. Firstly, the data sets ‘exports to CEEC in value’ and the NRCA Indices may
adopt zero values in which case the logarithm is not defined. Secondly, the absolute differences
of NRCA Index values are meaningful as indicated in the index property description and
therefore the maintenance of the untransformed data is reasonable here.

Limitations of the study
Technical implications brought two issues about where the analysis had to deviate from reality.
The first one arose during the preparation of the data for analytical processing. A decision had to
be taken on how to deal with missing data points in the OECD iLibrary data base, because the
intended comprehensive cross-sectional and cross-country assessment of the NRCA Index
necessitated a balanced data panel. This problem was solved by assuming the missing data to
equal zero. The second issue is located in the timely definition of the EU-enlargement in the time
series regression model. The problem consists of the fact that not all of the considered ten
CEECs joined the EU at the same point in time. Eight countries acceded to the union in 2004
while the remaining two others joined in 2007. Several considerations lead to the usage of the
simplified modeling alternative of focusing on the enlargement event in 2004 and neglecting the
later one, while still including all ten CEECs as target markets in the underlying data samples. A
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detailed reasoning for the selected solution and a discussion on the bias potential for the results is
provided for both mentioned limitations in the respective paragraphs ‘data description’ and ‘time
series regression analysis’.
Concerning the NRCA Index, a qualitative consideration has to be born in mind when
interpreting the results. Because the index relies on relative differences in export shares, the
index value for a specific product possibly can change due to alterations in the export regime of
other products, without real changes occurring in the trade intensity of the considered product.
The summing property of the index illustrates the mechanism. Because the cross-sectional sum
of the index values equals zero, the increase in the value for one product is achieved at the
expense of proportional decreases in all other index values. Especially when the range of
included products in the index calculation is wide and the number of ‘other’ products is high, the
described distorting effect can have an impact. In this specification the NRCA Index changes
that are reported in this thesis may to some part be due to evolvements in sectors other than
agriculture. But the largest effect on the index value still originates from the dynamics of the
assessed product. Also major structural changes for example among the three economic sectors
raw materials, manufacturing and services in the national export patterns are absorbed by the
constantly adapting revealed comparative advantage neutral point, which is determined by the
equipollent group of reference countries.
Finally, it has to be acknowledged that the perception of the EU enlargement applied to
the statistical assessment tools is more clear-cut than the actual accessions took place. “All the
CEECs signed the Europe Agreements, which provide a framework for their gradual integration
into the EU and are likely to generate new trade flows between the two areas” (Crozet et al.
2002). Therefore the accession years are the endpoints of long lasting integration processes and
mark the moment at which the political and economical alignments have been completed.
Although there is reason to expect the largest structural changes to happen after this point in
time, the above mentioned ‘Europe Agreements’ should also be expected to have induced
changes in the economic relationship between the OMS and NMS during the pre-accession
period. In the time series regression model it was however necessary to define a specific date as a
threshold to test for structural breaks in the data. This necessity led to the simplification of the
accession process to have occurred all at once during the officially recognized accession year. As
a consequence the pre-accession dynamics are not captured by the analytical approach.
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Chapter 3 - Results for the individual research objectives
In this chapter the results for the previously defined five research objectives are presented and
discussed. Each objective is addressed separately in individual paragraphs, entitled with their
short form descriptions which were introduced in table 1.2. Namely, these are ‘traded quantity’,
‘status of NMS as export markets’, ‘trade pattern’, ‘comparative advantage position’ and
‘greatest beneficiaries among the OMS’. Each objective is first approached in a descriptive
manner and after that further analyzed based on results from statistical exercises.

Traded quantity
French, German and Italian total agri-exports towards the NMS were constantly on the rise
between 1999 and 2011. The only exception to this trend occurred in 2008 and 2009 when prices
for agricultural products soared worldwide up to extreme levels which consequently hampered
trade. Figure 3-1 shows the trade flow dynamics of the French, German and Italian agri-exports
towards the NMS and also depicts comparatively total export quantities in value for the start and
end points of the assessment period and also for 2004.
3-1

Evolvement of total agri-exports towards the CEEC-country aggregate, in bn USD
Comparison of total agri-exports
from 1999, 2004 and 2011
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From the beginning, Germany exported the largest quantity towards the NMS, followed
by Italy and France. The three graphs on the left hand side of figure 3-1 exhibit moderate
increases from 1999 up to 2003/2004 and afterwards seem to adopt a stronger increasing pace.
Minor kinks are also visible in 2006 and 2007, and finally 2010 also proves to be a point of
change in the export flow development. The first two change dates approximately coincide with
the accession years of the NMS while the one in 2010 might pose the recovery from the price
crisis in 2008. Obviously, the German exports are highest throughout the assessment period and
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also express the strongest responses along the highlighted events. Among the three reporter
countries, Italy comes second, leaving France in third position in terms of export quantities and
responsiveness towards changes in the macroeconomic framework. This counteracts the fact that
the French agricultural export sector is approximately equal in size with the German export
sector while Italy enters the world markets at a smaller scale23. Still, the sole descriptive
observation of the export flows gives reason to believe that the EU-enlargement did have an
effect on the agricultural exports of all the OMS towards the NMS. Furthermore, the graphs
indicate that the effects were positive in nature, resulting in increasing sales developments. The
comparison of export quantities in 1999, 2004 and 2011 for each of the assessed OMS reveals
that the changes in export quantities between 1999 and 2011 were rather extensive, while the
main increases occurred between 2004 and 201124. In absolute terms between 1999 and 2011
(2004 and 2011), French exports increased by 1.6 (1.2) bn USD up from 0.3 to 1.9 bn USD, the
German exports increased by 9.9 (8.6) bn USD up from 1.7 to 11.6 bn USD and the Italian
exports increased by 2.6 (2.1) bn USD up from 0.5 to 3.1 bn USD. Hence 80 to 90 % of the
export increases happened after 2004. As can also be observed, the biggest jump in absolute
terms occurred in Germany, extending its lead among the exporters. However, in relative terms,
the export increases prove to be rather equal in scale. Here the figures for the period 1999 to
2011 (2004 to 2011) are 6.3 (2.6) for France, 6.8 (3.9) for Germany and 6.2 (3.0) for Italy.
Consequently, the beneficial effect of the EU-enlargement reached all OMS approximately in
equal terms. Where the changes in absolute export quantities differ, it is owing to the differing
starting points.
Of course the exports towards the NMS act as an integral part of the reporters’ world
exports which naturally are also dynamic, responding to worldwide demand increases caused by
population growth and the growing popularity of western food consumption pattern in other parts
of the world. Also the recent and ongoing welfare increases for a large proportion of the world
population leads to increased demand for products of higher processing degree and inherent
usage of agricultural inputs. Consequently, the above analyzed export dynamics between the
OMS and NMS have to be assessed in reference to the dynamics in world exports. At least some
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See figure A-2 in appendix A on world export quantities.
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years after it. But even when acknowledging that the second time span is 2 years longer, the differences in the
growth rates before and after 2004 are noticeable.
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part of the observed increases in exports from the OMS towards the NMS should be the result of
the ‘natural’ demand increases for agricultural products. Figure A-1 in the appendix A shows the
evolvement of total agri-exports towards the world for the three reporter countries.
Also in world exports, an upward trend is obvious for all three OMS. Unsurprisingly, the
2008 setback and later recovery in exports is clearly visible. The graphs do not show obvious
signs for changing trade regimes at the EU-enlargement dates, but the right hand side distinct
trade magnitude comparison indicates that the largest portion of export increases occurred after
2004. The absolute increases between 1999 and 2011 (2004 and 2011) of course are much larger
since the sales market is bigger. France increased total agri-world exports by 38 (24) bn USD up
from 39 to 77 bn USD. The German world exports increased by 60 (46) bn USD up from 28 to
88 bn USD and Italy’s world exports increased by 25 (18) bn USD up from 17 to 42 bn USD.
Again around 70 % of the export increases between 1999 and 2011 happened after 2004.
However, the contribution proportions of the reporters and the relative changes in export
quantities differ between the two sales markets, which indicate that the trade dynamics towards
the NMS differed from those towards the world rather than exhibiting the same developments on
a smaller scale. The world export data corresponds to the real size relationship between the three
reporter countries. France is the largest producer of agricultural products in the EU, followed by
Germany and Italy. Figure A-1 shows that in terms of exports, Germany took the lead from
France in 2005. Compared to that, figure 3-1 reveals that France rather underperforms in the
trade flows towards the CEECs and likewise that Italy show above-average activities. Between
1999 and 2011 the agri-exports towards the world at most tripled (French exports doubled,
German and Italian exports increased by the factor of 3.4 and 2.5 respectively), while the exports
towards the NMS rose by a factor of approximately 6 during the same time span. These
observations result in the preliminary anticipation that the EU-enlargement indeed did positively
affect the trade flows from the OMS towards the NMS in addition to the overall trade
developments in the world market. Figures A-2 to A-4 in appendix A demonstrate this finding.
They show the annual percentage changes in export quantities for exports to the NMS and to the
world. For all of the three reporter countries the percentage growth is greater zero except for
2000 and 2009 (the latter referring to the 2008 price crisis) and the increases are larger towards
the NMS than towards the world. Although this is also true for the pre-accession period, the
graphs of the differences between growth rates towards the two sales markets (towards NMS
minus towards world) exhibit notable upward kinks in 2004.
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As the CEEC aggregate consists of ten different countries it is of further interest how the
exports from the OMS are distributed among the individual NMS. Figures A-5 to A-8 and table
A.1 in appendix A render the disaggregation. The first three figures break the exports towards
the CEEC aggregate down to the individual NMS for France, Germany and Italy individually
and show their evolvement over time since 1999. Without exceptions the upward trend that was
found in the aggregated picture is reflected in the individual bilateral trade relationship between
the three OMS and the ten NMS. To allow for a better analysis the absolute bilateral changes in
export quantities from 1999 to 2011 are shows comparatively in figure A-8 while table A.1
translates these quantities to shares in the OMS’ overall exports to the CEEC aggregate. The
figures and the table illustrate that the ten NMS are a heterogeneous group of export markets for
the OMS. For France and Germany the top three trading partners of 2011 in the eastern European
region are Poland, the Czech Republic and Hungary. In the case of Italy, Poland and the Czech
Republic rank first with Romania ranking third. For 2011 the respective first three target
countries make up more than 60 % of the reporters total exports towards the region. However
this heterogeneity in absolute sales should be partly seen as a natural consequence from the
variation in population size among the CEECs, bringing to mind that population size is a major
driver of national demand for agricultural products25. When calculating with exports per capita
(figure A-9), the picture looks more balanced but also reveals that the three reporter countries
occupy different core trading partners. In terms of per capita export France is primarily active in
the Baltic countries and the Czech Republic. Germany in turn practically supplies all considered
NMS on a high level but especially exports towards Slovenia, the Slovak Republic and the Czech
Republic. Italy however is largely focused on the Slovenian market.
In order to observe the absolute trade quantity developments in relative terms, table A.1
also reports the changes of the individual NMS’ shares in the OMS’ exports towards the region
in percentage points from 1999 to 2011. It reveals that in this respect no major changes have
occurred. Mostly the changes range within ±4 percentage points. In case of France and Germany
the top three trading partners did not change since 1999. In the ranking for Italy however,
Slovenia was pushed aside by Romania. This result indicates that the export increases occurred
rather proportionally to all NMS. The main upward exception is Romania which became a
relevant purchaser for Italy and also for France and Germany. The highest losses in terms of
25

The NMS extensively differ in their number of citizens. The Baltic countries on average have 2 million inhabitants

while Poland has 38 million.
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share within the OMS’ exports towards the region was born by Slovenia which lost 3, 4 and 11
percentage points in the French, German, and Italian exports respectively.
Finalizing the descriptive analysis of the traded quantities, table A.2 in appendix A lists
the top five traded agri-products by value from the three reporter countries towards the CEEC
aggregate, for 1999 and 2011 respectively. At this point the table does not contribute to the
analysis of traded quantities but intends to render examples for the traded products from the
OMS towards the NMS. Also the comparison of the top traded products in 1999 and 2011 will be
part of the later paragraph on ‘trade pattern’.
Turning to the statistical analysis, table 3.1 presents the results of panel unit root tests for
both sales markets. In contrast to figure 3-1 where the evolution of the sums of the values of all
traded agri-products is depicted which is very sensitive to outperformers, the unit root tests are
set to equally weight the cross-sectional time series. Here an accepted unit root hypothesis means
that on average all cross-sectional time series are non-stationary and exhibit a trend.
3.1

Results of panel unit root tests for total agri-exports towards the CEEC-country
aggregate and the world

Samplea
Towards the CEEC aggregate
Towards the world

Franceb
yes
No***

Germanyb
yes
yes

Italyb
yes
yes

a) sample corresponds to level data for the sum of agricultural exports from 1999 to
2011
b) yes and no indicates whether the time series has a unit root. Results are based on
the test specifications discussed in chapter 2 ‘panel unit root tests’.
The number of asterisks imply significance levels of the least significant test:
* 10%, **5%, ***1%

The panel unit root test results confirm for the trade towards the CEEC aggregate from all
three reporter countries the increasing dynamics. Not only for the sum of total exports but also
for the average export development of an individual agricultural product the unit root tests
generate evidence for continuously changing values, and from the earlier graphs we know that
the trend goes upwards. In case of Germany and Italy the same applies for the trade towards the
world, while the unit root test for the French world exports strongly rejects the non-stationarity
assumption. Therefore against the initial anticipation the French world exports on average prove
to have stayed constant. In order to seek evidence for the anticipated structural break at the
accession years, table 3.2 presents the results of the regression analysis26 performed on exports
26

The regression model settings and associated discussion are given in chapter 2 in the subchapter ‘time series

regression analysis’. The interpretation rules for the four coefficients are also stated there.
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towards the two sales markets CEEC aggregate and world. The table presents the respective
coefficient values and in parenthesis the corresponding p-value in reference to being zero. It
should be recalled that the regression analysis only tests for the 2004 accession out of reasons
that were discussed above in the chapter ‘time series regression analysis’. Concerning sensitivity
towards outliers and the extent of averaging the regression lies in between the graphs depicting
total sums and the panel unit root tests. The fixed effects and cross-sectional weights lead the
results to represent averages of value where the outliers have reduced influence, but unlike the
unit root tests they do not imply as strictly that each cross-sectional evolvement acts according to
the regression results27.
3.2

Regression coefficients for total agri-exports
France

Sample
c(1)
Towards
the CEECs
aggregate

c(2)

Germany
c(3)

c(4)

c(1)

c(2)

Italy
c(3)

c(4)

c(1)

c(2)

c(3)

c(4)

607,539

0.51

10,348

0.31

1,971,922

0.69

58,550

0.29

872,661

0.51

10,787

0.37

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

28,807
0.62
43
0.16
24,622
0.64
27
0.24
13,394
0.66
8
0.18
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.01)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.07)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.03)
(0.00)
*values for c(1) and c(3) are given in thousand
Note: c(1) and c(3) are the average baseline values (not percentages) and the associated top up for the EU membership period
respectively. c(2) and c(3) are the slope factors for the pre-accession period and the top up for the membership period respectively. Pvalues are reported for each coefficient in parentheses.
Shading highlights insignificant results at the 5 % confidence level.
Towards
the world*

All coefficients are positive and significant, except for c(3) in the regression for Germany
towards the world. Because significant results for the c(3) and c(4) coefficients constitute
statistical evidence that the sample average baseline and the sample average slope respectively
changed in 2004, a structural break is proven for both dimensions in the OMS’ exports towards
the NMS and even towards the world. (except for the sample average slope in German exports
towards the world). Table 3.3 presents the Wald test results that test the joint significance of c(3)
and c(4). Putting together both dimensions of structural breaks, the average value and slope, it
appears that a structural break is evident for France, Germany and Italy. The Wald tests strongly
reject the joint null hypothesis of the inexistence of a structural break at 2004 in both sales
markets, the CEEC aggregate and the world.

27

The difference is that the regression analysis reduces the panel data to a single time series by applying cross-

sectional fixed effects and weights and then performs the regression, while the panel unit root test keeps the
individual unit root process assumption throughout the entire analysis.
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3.3

Wald test results testing for structural breaks in total agri-exports data

Null hypothesis: c(3)= 0 and c(4)=0*
Sample
France
Germany
72.74
59.32
Towards the CEECs aggregate
(0.00)
(0.00)
126.69
220.93
Towards the world
(0.00)
(0.00)

Italy
77.32
(0.00)
151.72
(0.00)

*the table entries give the F-statistic value and in parentheses the associated
p-values for the respective Wald tests.

This constitutes evidence for a positive effect of the EU-enlargement on the OMS’ export
sectors. Lastly, table 3.4 gives insight about the extent of the identified structural breaks by
presenting the percentage of the dummy coefficients in the baseline coefficients of the preaccession period28.
3.4

Extent of structural break in total agri-exports towards the CEEC-country
aggregate and the world

France
Germany
Italy
average
slope
average
slope
average slope
Sample
c(3)/c(1) c(4)/c(2) c(3)/c(1)
c(4)/c(2) c(3)/c(1) c(4)/c(2)
Towards the CEEC-aggregate
1.7%
61.5%
3.0%
42.4%
1.2%
72.6%
Towards the world
0.1%
26.1% insignificant
37.3%
0.1%
27.1%

Looking at the trade towards the NMS and comparing the results for the three reporter
countries, the table reveals that for France and Italy the structural break relies mainly on changes
in the slope and to a lesser extent on the sample average baseline changes. For Germany, the EUenlargement had a stronger effect on the sample average baseline. This means that the EUenlargement induced higher growth rates in the French and Italian exports towards the region
while the German export sector immediately expanded the trade magnitude at the time of
accession. But still, in all three cases, both quotients are significant and imply changes. When
widening the perspective to the world exports, the structural break proves to be weaker,
indicating that developments in the world exports are more inert. This is not surprising since the
world viewed as a sales market is much larger and more diversified than the eastern European
region, and the CEECs form only a small portion within the world market. Still, the fact that the
28

It is acknowledged that the achieved point estimated from the regression might be biased due to the

heteroscedasticity and serial correlation in the regression residuals. Still, the coefficient quotients are useful to
generate an idea about the approximate dimension of the structural breaks and furthermore are meaningful for
relative comparisons between the reporter countries France, Germany and Italy as well as for comparisons of the
effect on different sales markets or indicators.
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EU-enlargement did have a recognizable effect on the world exports of France, Germany and
Italy has an important implication. The significant results for the total world exports mean that
the trade increases towards the NMS can be identified as trade creation rather than trade
reallocation. Trade increases towards the NMS apparently translated to overall worldwide trade
increase for the OMS which means real export growth and sales increases. These sales increases
might have been realized at the cost of reduced exports of other non-EU agricultural producers
who possibly formerly covered some part of the NMS’ demand. But for the OMS’ agri-sectors it
boils down to an increased prosperity position in the international competition.

Status of New Member States as export markets
Maintaining or even expanding export shares in important export markets is very important for
producers of any kind. This is especially so in agriculture with rather homogeneous products or
products which do not require the possession of patents for the production and which usually do
not rely on rare factor endowments29. Export shares in these circumstances stand for plain
business. They represent the extended sales market on top of the domestic market and are also
the scene on which producers can potentially benefit from their competitiveness, if any. In this
respect, the possession or adoption of export sales markets have a positive effect on the
prosperity of the respective national sector. Against a background where international trade is
very much volatile and is one of the first areas where national, regional or global macroeconomic
events materialize, it is beneficial for an exporting sector to constantly foster trade linkages. This
is particularly true if this goes together with an overall increase in world exports, as was proven
for France, Germany and Italy in the preceding paragraph. Of course, the developments of export
shares within world exports are correlated with the developments of the traded quantities which
were analyzed in the previous paragraph. But the difference is that shares are relative measures
and depend on the developments of the benchmark. It intrinsically includes the world export
dynamics in the analysis which was manually added in the section on traded quantities and it
therefore delivers clearer results. Figure 3-2 shows the share of exports towards the NMS
aggregate in the three reporters’ world agri-exports and how it evolved during the assessment
period from 1999 to 2011. Putting it the other way round, it depicts what proportion of the
reporters’ world exports is directed towards the CEEC region or to which extent the CEEC
29

These three characteristics of agricultural products hold in reference to manufactured goods or products that

require complex engineering.
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region helps the OMS’ egri-export sector to flourish. For all three countries an upward trend can
be registered. Consistent with the findings from the analysis of the absolute export quantities in
value, the figure reveals that among these three OMS, Germany maintains the strongest relative
export linkage towards the central and eastern European region, Italy coming second and France
being marginally active in the region.
3-2

Share of exports towards the CEEC-10 country aggregate in the reporters' world
agricultural exports
Evolvement from 1999 to 2011

Comparison of shares in world
exports from 1999, 2004 and 2011
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
1999
4%
2004
2%
2011
0%

14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

France

Germany

Italy

The graphs for Germany and Italy direct the attention again to two different points in
time within the assessment period. They exhibit kinks at 2004 and 2008, the first being
amplifying and the second being hampering in nature. Again, the 2004 kink should be linked to
the EU-enlargement while the one in 2008 is cohesive with the period of high agricultural prices.
These kinks suggest that the EU accession of the considered CEECs supported export growth
rates from the OMS into the region, while the price crisis in 2008 must have negatively affected
the trade linkage. The absolute changes in the percentage proportion of the CEEC countries in
the OMS’ world exports between 1999 and 2011 are 1.66, 6.99 and 4.24 percentage points for
France, Germany and Italy respectively. The changes prove to be heterogeneous among the
OMS, ranging from extensive in scale in case of Germany and rather moderate in case of France.
The right hand side of the figure indicates that the largest proportion of these increases occurred
after 200430. The proportions are 63 % for France, 87 % for Germany and 76 % for Italy,
rendering more argument for an EU-enlargement effect. Again, in relative terms the proportions
30
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years after it. But even when acknowledging that the second time span is 2 years longer, the differences in the
growth rates before and after 2004 are noticeable.
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increased rather equally during both time periods. For Germany and Italy percentage points
doubled and for France they almost tripled31 between 1999 and 2011, while they doubled for all
three countries when focusing on the period between 2004 and 201132. These results harmonize
with the figures A-2 to A-4 in appendix A which show that the growth rate in export towards the
CEEC aggregate was in most years greater than the export growth rate towards the world. Figure
3-3 presents the disaggregated picture by giving the absolute percentage point changes for the
individual CEEC-10 member countries in their share within the respective reporter’s world
exports between 1999 and 2011.
3-3

Change in export shares (percentage points) of the respective NMS in the world
agri-exports of the reporter countries from 1999 to 2011

Romania
Lithuania
Latvia
Bulgaria
Slovenia
Slovak Republic
Poland
Hungary
Estonia
Czech Republic
CEEC-country aggregate
-1.00

Italy
Germany
France

0.00

1.00

2.00

3.00

4.00

5.00

6.00

7.00

8.00

Poland, Czech Republic and Hungary turn out to be the top three growth markets for
Germany within the CEEC-10 aggregate. For France these are Poland, Czech Republic and
Romania and for Italy Poland, Romania and Hungary are the top growth markets. In appendix A,
figures A-10 to A-12 show the development of each CEEC-10 member country’s share in the
respective reporter’s world exports. Table A.3 delivers the corresponding numbers. In those three
figures it can be clearly seen that Poland, the Czech Republic and Hungary are the traditional
strong trading partners for the OMS which is on the one hand due to their comparatively large
populations within the region but also to their degree of economic development. The most
profound newcomer is Romania, emerging from a rather insignificant export market at the
beginning of the new millennium to a relevant purchaser. Furthermore for the Italian agricultural
exporters, Slovenia also counts to the group of major export markets in the central eastern
European region.
31

The factors are 2.84, 2.14 and 2.07 for France, Germany and Italy respectively.

32

For the 2004 – 2011 period the factors are 1.71, 1.85 and 1.77 for France, Germany and Italy respectively.
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Turning to the statistical analysis tools, the panel unit root tests however strongly reject
the hypothesis that the shares of exports towards the CEEC aggregate within the OMS’ world
exports significantly changed between 1999 and 2011. Table 3.5 presents the unit root test
findings.
3.5

Panel unit root test results for the share of exports towards CEEC aggregate in total
world exports
Francea

Germanya
no***

Italya
no***

no***

a) sample corresponds to level data for the sum of agricultural exports from 1999 to
2011
yes and no indicates whether the time series has a unit root. Results are based on the
test specifications discussed in chapter 2 ‘panel unit root tests’.
The number of asterisks imply significance levels of the least significant test: * 10%,
**5%, ***1%

The reason for the ambiguous results from the descriptive analysis and the panel unit root
test lies in the panel unit root test specifications. While the graphs in figure 3-2 show the
developments of the sums over all 543 cross-sections over time, the unit root tests’ objective is to
evaluate whether any individual cross-section (agricultural product) on average experienced
share increases during the assessment period. Most likely the graphs in figure 3-2 are dominated
by a relatively small number of agricultural exports items while a broader range of products did
not experience major changes in their export quantities towards the CEEC aggregate in reference
to their world exports. This is already a sign that there might have been movements in the trade
patterns of the agricultural exports of the OMS towards the CEEC aggregate. This issue is but
the content of the following paragraph. Tables 3.6 and 3.7 present the results of the above
introduced regression analyses and Wald tests. As stated earlier, the regression model with its
fixed effects and cross-sectional weight specifications, analyses the data panel with less
sensitivity towards outperformers compared to the descriptive data graphs, but is more
influenced by them compared to the unit root tests.
3.6

Regression coefficients for share of exports towards CEEC-10 country aggregate in
total world exports
France
c(1)

c(2)

Germany
c(3)

c(4)

c(1)

c(2)

Italy

c(3)

c(4)

c(1)

c(2)

c(3)

c(4)

1.26E-05

0.54

9.90E-08

0.17

3.96E-05

0.73

8.78E-07

0.10

3.65E-05

0.54

3.26E-07

0.18

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

Note: c(1) and c(3) are the average baseline proportions (not percentages) and the associated top up for the EU membership
period respectively. c(2) and c(3) are the slope factors for the pre-accession period and the top up for the membership period
respectively. P-values are reported for each coefficient in parentheses.
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3.7

Wald test results testing for structural breaks in the share of exports towards
CEEC-10 country aggregate in total world exports

Results of the Wald test; Null hypothesis: c(3)= 0 and c(4)=0*
France
Germany
Italy
72.74
59.32
77.32
(0.00)
(0.00)
(0.00)
*the table entries give the F-statistic value and in parentheses the
associated p-values.

The structural break indicating regression coefficients c(3) and c(4) as well as the Wald
test results are significant for all three reporter countries. As the coefficients are all positive,
these analyses constitute evidence that in the French, German and Italian world exports the
proportion targeted towards the CEEC-10 aggregate constantly increased during the whole
assessment period from 1999 to 2011 and furthermore experienced a boost in pace in 2004. It
follows that the EU-enlargement had a positive and boosting effect on the OMS’ agricultural
export towards the central and eastern European region. Table 3.8 gives the extents of the
observed structural breaks that are revealed from the regression analysis33.
3.8

Extent of the structural breaks in the shares of exports towards CEEC-10 country
aggregate in total world exports

France
Germany
Italy
average
slope
average
slope
average
slope
c(3)/c(1)
c(4)/c(2)
c(3)/c(1)
c(4)/c(2)
c(3)/c(1)
c(4)/c(2)
0.8%
32.4%
2.2%
14.3%
0.9%
33.7%

As with the traded quantities, the table reveals that for France and Italy the structural
break in export shares towards the NMS in world exports relies mainly on changes in the slope
and to a lesser extent on the sample average baseline changes. For Germany, the EU-enlargement
had a stronger effect on the sample average baseline. This means that the EU-enlargement
induced higher growth rates in the French and Italian export share proportions towards the NMS,
while the German export sector immediately expanded the trade proportion at the time of
accession. But still, in all three cases both quotients are significant and imply change. The
magnitude of difference between the pre-accession period and the membership period with about

33

It is acknowledged that the achieved point estimated from the regression might be biased due to the

heteroscedasticity and serial correlation in the regression residuals. Still the coefficient quotients are useful to
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1% increases for France and Italy and about 2% for Germany should be considered as
noteworthy, since the central and eastern European region constitutes a relatively small area in
the world market.
It results from these evaluations, that apart from the fact that the French, German and
Italian world exports increased during the recent years, the EU-enlargement with its export
fostering effect towards the NMS helped to keep the OMS’ agricultural sectors in good business.
Germany realized the biggest gains, Italy coming second. The c(1) coefficients confirm that
France generally is less present in the CEEC region as an agricultural supplier than Germany and
Italy. But irrespective from that, the proportions increased rather equally in relative terms for all
three OMS. Hence the benefits are in fact equally apparent in all OMS, where the difference in
absolute effects are rooted in the respective starting points.

Trade pattern
Trade patterns refer to the composition of the export flow of a reporter country or region.
Applied to the agricultural sector and using the most disaggregated product categorization level,
a trade pattern specifies how the total agricultural exports of a reporter country are distributed
over the 543 individual product groups. Trade patterns mainly provide information about which
products out of the total range of produce of a certain sector a reporter exports and in what
quantity. In this way they reveal the most exported products of a reporter and also indicate
whether the export flows constitute of a broad range of product groups or are mostly composed
of a small number of individual products. In contrast to evaluating the evolvement of export
magnitudes by looking at total export quantities over time, the analysis of trade patterns over
time returns insights about the export’s inherent qualitative developments. Trade pattern analysis
addresses the structural dimension of trade. It provides insights about qualitative differences in
trade linkages among several exporters towards a common sales market as well as structural
differences in trade linkages of a respective exporter towards different sales markets.
The analysis of the OMS’ export patterns towards the CEEC-10 countries is done
following a two step approach. First the evolvements of the export structures between 1999 and
2011 are analyzed both objectively and descriptively using the Lawrence and Krugman indices
and the convergence/divergence analysis. Since the EU-enlargement occurred during that period,
possible revealed structural changes can to some extent be attributed to the fact that the target
countries joined the common market place. In a second attempt, the Chen categories are assumed
to constitute structurally relevant subcategories within the total agricultural exports. Following
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this anticipation, the exports by Chen categories are assessed in a similar manner to the
assessment procedure of the total export quantities using panel unit root tests, the time series
regression analysis and Wald test34. Comparative analyses hence lead to disaggregated findings
on the total export evolvements subject to the factor-intensity, degree of processing and readiness
for direct consumption. Significant results in both parts of the analysis would imply that the EU
accession of the NMS induced structural changes in the trade flow from the OMS towards the
NMS and that the Chen category criteria embody decisive arguments of differentiation.

Evolvement of the trade structures
Because exports are dynamic, relatively volatile in nature, are sensitive to worldwide but also
regional macroeconomic impulses, relatively minor changes in trade patterns in the course of
passing years should be noted as normal fluctuation. But in contrast to that, more extensive
changes admittedly indicate lasting structural changes. The Lawrence index is an appropriate
tool to investigate this issue. Crespo and Fontoura (2007) report in their article that a Lawrence
index value of 0.23 is a result for a rather stable trade pattern for a period of eight years35.Table
3.9 present the index values for the French, German and Italian entire agricultural export sectors
(including all 543 product groups) for three different time periods, 1999 to 2008, 1999 to 2003
and 2004 to 2008. These three time periods are intended to represent the whole assessment
period, the pre-accession period and the EU-membership period of the CEECs. The observation
years 2009 to 2011 are excluded in order to align the observation intervals with the reference
benchmark of Crespo and Fontoura (2007) since a longer time span naturally increases the
potential for ‘natural’ trade pattern changes.
3.9

Lawrence Index on the reporters' exports towards the CEEC-country aggregate

1999-2008 1999-2003 2004-2008
France
0.37
0.31
0.25
Germany
0.42
0.23
0.27
Italy
0.22
0.22
0.29

34

These statistical tools are thoroughly discussed in the ‘Analytical method’ section of chapter 2.

35

Crespo and Fontoura (2007) report this Lawrence index value for Germany's intra-EU export structure between

1995 and 2003 in all goods and services. This was the most stable observation in their sample. Since there was no
major distortion in the EU during that period, this index value could be seen as not significant in terms of structural
trade pattern changes.
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When looking at the whole assessment period (here 1999 to 2008) the Lawrence index
reveals that the trade patterns of all three reporter countries have changed to an extent that
exceeds the normal level of stable trade dynamics. Since the Index ranges between 0 and 1, the
results can be interpreted as trade pattern transformation percentages. The French, German and
Italian trade patterns hence have transformed by 37 %, 42 % and 29 % respectively, exceeding
the level of ‘natural’ transformation by 14, 9 and 5 percentage points. It follows that a structural
change in the agricultural exports from the OMS towards the NMS is apparent for the period
from 1999 to 2008. Also, the subdivision of this observation period into the pre-accession and
EU-membership period reveal this finding, as in all cases the benchmark value of 0.23 is being
met or exceeded while the observation period is 50 % shorter. However, a clear EU-enlargement
effect cannot be identified. The French exports towards the CEEC aggregate witnessed a higher
transformation rate before 2004 (0.31) than afterwards (0.25). For Germany it is the other way
around (0.23 and 0.27 respectively) but the difference accounts for only 0.04 percentage points.
In the case of Italy, the trade pattern changed at an equal rate in both periods (0.22).
The Krugman index results in table 3.10 shed light on the issue from a different angle.
Given that trade patterns have changed, they compare for each individual reporter country the
trade pattern towards the CEEC aggregate with their trade pattern towards the world. On the left
hand side the table presents the Krugman index values for each year from 1999 to 2011, while
the right hand side indicates the annual changes. The index ranges from zero to one, increasing
with dissimilarity. Therefore a negative value for an annual change means a process of structural
convergence towards the trade pattern to the world and a positive value indicates a process of
structural divergence. The trade pattern towards the world represents the closest approximation
of the ideal export regime for each reporting country since it is the largest possible sales market.
It also exhibits the lowest level of trade regulation. Any divergence of this trade pattern in export
relationships towards a smaller sales market either indicates that these individual trading partners
do not place the worldwide average demand requests towards the specific exporter or more likely
that the bilateral trade is distorted, causing dead business potential. The numbers show that from
1999 through 2011 all three countries France, Germany and Italy reduced the dissimilarity in
their trade pattern towards the CEEC aggregate with their trade patterns towards the world.
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3.10

Krugman Index, comparing the reporter's export structure towards the CEEC
aggregate with their overall world export structure

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

Krugman Index,
France
Germany
0.45
0.50
0.49
0.43
0.49
0.44
0.43
0.50
0.41
0.46
0.36
0.47
0.33
0.48
0.46
0.31
0.43
0.30
0.45
0.31
0.32
0.42
0.43
0.31
0.31
0.41

Italy
0.46
0.46
0.46
0.46
0.46
0.43
0.42
0.39
0.37
0.37
0.38
0.37
0.35

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011
total

Annual changes in Krugman index
France
Germany
Italy
n/a
n/a
n/a
-0.0108
-0.0162
-0.0005
0.0030
0.0108
0.0000
-0.0162
-0.0013
0.0110
-0.0141
-0.0021
-0.0403
-0.0543
-0.0280
0.0101
-0.0325
-0.0145
0.0046
-0.0211
-0.0159
-0.0270
-0.0214
-0.0122
-0.0167
0.0108
0.0089
0.0002
0.0131
0.0029
-0.0221
0.0097
-0.0110
-0.0095
-0.0028
-0.0182
-0.0272
-0.14
-0.11
-0.09

During the entire assessment period Germany proved to exhibit the least differences in
this respect, Italy coming second and France exhibiting the highest level of dissimilarity. The
ranking of these countries with respect to the absolute and also relative degree of convergence is
the same. In 1999 approximately 50 % of the agricultural products had a different ranking
position in the two sales markets (CEEC aggregate and world) in the trade flows of France
(50 %), Germany (45 %) and Italy (46 %). 13 Years later this proportion decreased to 41 % (0.09) for France, 31 % (-0.14) for Germany and 35 % (-0.11) for Italy. The yearly developments
again do not indicate a clear-cut significance of the EU-enlargement. Table 3.11 gives the
average annual changes in Krugman index values for the periods 2000 to 2004 and 2005 to 2009
(The observations for 2010 and 2011 are excluded again for comparability reasons).
3.11

Average annual changes in Krugman Index values

2000 - 2004
2005 - 2009

France
-0.005
-0.010

Germany
-0.018
-0.008

Italy
-0.006
-0.011

The numbers reveal substantial differences in the average annual changes of the
Krugmman Index between the two separated periods, but the weights are heterogeneously
dispersed. Apparently, the French and Italian trade patterns towards the CEEC aggregate
converged stronger to the trade patterns towards the world after the EU-enlargement. For both
countries the average convergence between 2005 and 2009 was twice as high as between 2000
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and 2004. Here the EU-enlargement might have acted as a major driver for this positive
development. But for Germany the situation is the total opposite. Looking more closely at table
3.10, the annual evolvements reveal that the Krugman-convergence in the three countries
occurred very differently. The German convergence was strong from the beginning in 1999 and
in fact ceased in 2005. The convergence of the Italian exports in contrast started off in 2003 and
the French convergence proves to have advanced continuously but volatile during the whole
assessment period. On the basis of these findings only the Italian convergence pattern
significantly changed in perfect accordance with the EU-enlargement. It can therefore be
concluded that the French, German and Italian trade relations towards the CEEC-10 were in a
maturating process36 at different points in time during the assessment period, for which the
accession of the CEEC-10 to the EU provably did not play a consistent role.
Because the Lawrence and Krugman indices are based on relative rank positions, they do
not capture changes in the ‘gaps’ between them. In order to get insight on this equally important
issue of trade pattern development, the ‘Panel unit root test for distributional divergence’37 is
applied. Table 3.12 presents the results for the respective reporter’s exports towards the CEEC
aggregate38. The acceptance of the unit root in this test means that the considered distribution has
diverged over the assessment period, implying that the range of values became broader and that
the single observations became more scattered around the mean value.
3.12

Panel unit root test results for mean deviations from exports towards the CEEC
country aggregate

Sample (1999-2011)
All products

France*
0.02

Germany*
1.00

Italy*
1.00

*returns the p-value of the least significant unit root test assuming individual unit root processes (Namely
the IPS W-stat, ADF-Fischer Chi square and PP-Fischer Chi square). Lag length selection is based on MAIC.

At the 1 % confidence level, divergence in the agricultural trade towards the CEEC
aggregate is statistically confirmed for all three reporter countries France, Germany and Italy39.

36

A trade pattern towards an individual trading partner that is more similar to the world export trade pattern shows

that the trade relationship benefits from the efficiency aspect of free markets and that the exporter is able to sell in
higher accordance with his comparative advantages.
37

See chapter 2 on ‘Panel unit root test for convergence’ for technical specifications.

38

These divergence results also apply for the shares of exports towards the CEEC aggregate in world exports of the

OMS since both indicators are directly related to each other.
39

The observed divergence among the cross-sections when looking at their evolvement over time is the reason for

the, at some points, ambiguous results between the descriptive analyses and the panel unit root tests in the preceding
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According to the unit root test settings it can be inferred that on average the export value for any
agricultural product in the trade flow between the OMS and the NMS diverged from the crosssectional mean. In the cases of Germany and Italy the divergence proved to be very strong which
is indicated by the highest possible p-value of 1. Literally all products experienced diverging
tendencies. The French export flow, as already stated, also experienced divergence, but to a
much lesser extent. The p-value of 0.02 ranges close to the 1 % insignificance threshold,
implying that although the gap between the maximum and minimum value widened, a fair
amount of products maintained export quantities which stayed at the same distance from the
average value over the assessment period. The cause for diverging developments is that one part
of the agricultural products experienced unequal above-average growth while the other part
maintained the same export levels or at most increased their values to a lesser extent. The export
increases hence were realized heterogeneously. Because the mean value includes all observations
of the distribution, the deviation for the products with above-average growth increased positively
from this mean value while the deviation for the other products increased on the negative side.
Putting together the results of the Lawrence Index, the Krugman Index and the
distribution divergence analysis, the French, German and Italian trade patterns towards the
CEEC aggregate were found to have transformed above-average, converged towards the world
export patterns and inherently diverged from 1999 to 2011. But no clear EU-enlargement effects
could be read out from the descriptive evaluation of these three tools40.

Export analysis by Chen categories
Assuming that the Chen categories constitute structurally relevant subcategories within the total
agricultural exports of the OMS towards the central and eastern European region, their
performance is comparatively analyzed below. The disaggregated evaluation of the agri-exports
at the level of Chen categories will shed more light on the qualitative evolvement (trade pattern)
of the trade linkages between the OMS and the NMS. Figure 3-4 shows the quantitative changes
in the OMS’ respective exports towards the CEEC aggregate by Chen categories between 1999
paragraph on the ‘Status of New Member States as export markets’. Between the two approaches, the unit root tests
used are more sensitive in their specifications to the divergence effect, taking equally into account the dynamic and
static evolvements inside the panel. Therefore the unit root tests sometimes indicate overall stationarity when at the
same time the aggregated sum of the values from all cross-sections does exhibit a clear trend.
40

The Lawrence and Krugman Indices theoretically support this research question while the panel unit root test is

not designed to test for structural breaks at this point.
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and 2011, while also depicting the interim value for 2004. The figure clearly confirms the
findings from the analysis of ‘traded quantities’ that the total exports increased during the
assessed period. Furthermore, it shows that although growth is apparent for all four Chen
categories, it occurred highly disproportionally although maintaining the initial ranking order
from 1999. France and Germany primarily exported consumer-ready food (Chen 3). Their
ranking order continues with processed intermediate goods (Chen 2), bulk commodities (Chen 1)
and ends with horticultural products (Chen 4). In the Italian trade flow Chen 3 ranks first,
followed successively by Chen 4, Chen 2 and Chen 1.
3-4

Change in exports of the respective Chen categories towards the CEEC aggregate
from 1999 to 2004 and 2011, in million USD
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7,000
6,000
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4,000
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1,000
Chen 1 Chen 2 Chen 3 Chen 4 Chen 1 Chen 2 Chen 3 Chen 4 Chen 1 Chen 2 Chen 3 Chen 4
France

Germany

Italy

As a result, the absolute differences of the export values between the Chen categories
became stronger, suggesting differing growth rates among the Chen categories. Including the
interim value for 2004 into the assessment, the growth rates also seem to have increased for the
period 2004 – 2011 compared to the situation between 1999 and 200341.
The absolute contribution of Chen 3 to the total agri-exports of all three reporter countries
was already in 1999 comparatively the highest, and continued to increase further to constitute
more than half of total exports in 2011. Figures A-13 to A-15 in appendix A depict the
evolvements of the Chen categories’ shares in the respective reporters’ total trade towards the
CEEC aggregate. Among the three reporters, Italy’s trade pattern by Chen categories is least

41

The year 2004 cuts the assessment period unequally in a time span of 5 year prior to it and in a time span of 7

years after it. But even when acknowledging that the second time span is 2 years longer, the differences in the
growth rates before and after 2004 are noticeable.
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concentrated in consumer-ready food, exhibiting relatively the highest business activities with
horticultural products (22 % in 2011) and also remaining active in the sector of processed
intermediate goods (16 % in 2011). For Germany, the second most important category is
processed intermediate goods (21 % in 2011), while France exports the Chen categories 2, 3 and
4 in 2011in equal proportions of about 13 % in total exports. Table 3.13 summarizes the outcome
of the figures by stating the changes in the proportions of the Chen categories within the total
agri-exports towards the CEEC aggregate between 1999 and 2011 in percentage points.
3.13

Changes in the proportions of the Chen categories within the total agri-exports
towards the CEEC aggregate between 1999 and 2011, in percentage points

Bulk Commodities
Processed Intermediate Goods
Consumer-Ready Food
Horticultural Products

France
Germany
Italy
1.52
2.16
-1.94
-10.69
-15.43
0.05
5.86
12.56
4.10
3.31
0.72
-2.21

The heterogeneity in the relative changes that is apparent from table 3.13 argues for the
anticipation that the trade patterns changed with a structural determination. Indeed also in
relative terms the consumer-ready food products experienced the greatest share increases. In the
French and German export flows these gains were achieved at the expense of the processed
intermediate goods while in the case of Italy the categories of horticultural products and bulk
commodities bore the export share losses. Recalling that figure 3-4 indicated no changes in the
Chen category rankings and that exports in all categories increased, the already existent
structural division of the export flows by Chen categories hence was reinforced. Negative values
in table 3.13 indicate that the exports of the associated Chen category increased to a lesser extend
compared to the categories with positive values.
The distribution of the categorical origin of the five top traded products towards each of
the respective 10 NMS in all three trade flows (French, German and Italian)42 also changed in
favor of the product category consumer-ready food, as Figure 3-5 reveals.

42

The group of the five top traded products towards each of the respective 10 NMS in all three trade flows (French,

German and Italian) consists of 150 entries, multiple appearances of single products possible (3 trade flows times 10
target sales markets times five products).
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3-5

Distribution of the top 5 traded products towards the ten respective CEECs jointly
in the French, German and Italian export flows, by Chen category

0.7
0.6

bulk commodities

0.5
0.4
0.3

processed
intermediate goods
consumer-ready food

0.2
0.1
0

horticultural producs
1999

2011

While in 1999 53 % of the top five traded products were consumer-ready food items, this
proportion increased to 63 % in 2011. This relative increase was achieved manly at the expense
of the processed intermediate goods’ category. But also the category of horticultural products
gained shares among the top five traded, increasing from 10 % to 15 %. Concurrently on average
only 1.6 of the five top traded products appeared in the top 5 ranking of both years43, which
proves to be the direct consequence of the structural alteration.
Exemplarity for the OMS figure 3-6 presents the German total exports towards the CEEC
aggregate by Chen categories. All the findings about the trade pattern developments are well
apparent. The charts on the French and Italian export flows by Chen categories are presented in
appendix A as figures A-16 and A-17.
3-6

Development of German exports to the CEEC-10 country aggregate by Chen
categories, in million USD
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Separately calculated by the author.
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processed intermediate goods
horticultural products

2011

The figure confirms that the ranking of the Chen categories did not change between 1999
and 2011, implying that major trade pattern transformations across Chen categories did not
occur. It also affirms that most of the absolute increases in total trade originate in the category of
consumer-ready food, making it the most dynamic growth sector within agriculture. Thirdly and
lastly it complies with the finding that the largest proportion of export increases happened post
2004.
On the bilateral level between the three reporter countries and the respective 10 CEEC
countries, two types of trade linkages can be distinguished. Figures A-18 and A-19 in appendix
A show the French export developments towards the Czech Republic and Latvia as examples for
the two trade linkage types. The first one has the same characteristics like the trade pattern
development shown in figure 3-6. Even though most exported products are consumer-ready food
items, notable quantities of the other Chen categories are traded as well. The type two trading
relationship in contrast consists almost exclusively of consumer-ready food products. The type
two relationship is apparent in the French exports to Estonia and Latvia and the German exports
to Slovenia, Bulgaria and Romania. All other bilateral trade flows exhibit the type one
characterization.
The search for kinks in the graphs of exports by Chen categories results in hits both on
the aggregated and on the disaggregated level. Apart from the in all cases significant export
setbacks during the period of high agri-prices in 2008, kinks associated with the EU-enlargement
years are visually apparent in the aggregated trade flows from Germany and Italy as well as in
many bilateral trade flows, like towards Poland, Slovenia, Bulgaria, Lithuania and Romania. The
kinks argue for significant effects of the EU-enlargement on the exports by Chen categories and
coincide with the identification of structural breaks at the EU-enlargement event in the data on
total agricultural export. However, the unequal division of the kinks among the Chen categories
hints at the possibility that the EU-enlargement affected the four Chen categories indifferent
degrees of intensity.
Similar to the statistical analyses in the paragraphs on ‘traded quantities’ and ‘Status of
New Member States as export markets’, the panel unit root tests, time series regressions and
Wald tests were performed on the exports of the respective reporter countries towards the CEEC
aggregate by Chen categories, in order to seek statistical evidence for the anticipated significant
but heterogeneous structural breaks at the EU-enlargement years for all four categories. The
results are presented in appendix A, in the given order from table A.4 to A.7, the last one being
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the table on the extent of the structural breaks. The panel unit root tests and regression analyses
return confirming results that the exports of the Chen categories evolved heterogeneously. Both
indicate that the agricultural exports as a whole did change significantly, while some Chen
categories did not participate in that trend on an individual level. Furthermore, the regression
analysis indicates that all significant structural breaks have positive signs. This affirms the earlier
descriptive finding that exports increased in all Chen categories. Due to the different sensitivities
of the assessment tools towards single outperformers and differences in their validity towards the
single cross-sections

44

the results are all correct although not congruent with each other. The

panel unit root test rejects trends in the exports by Chen categories more often than the
regression analysis, because it is working intrinsically at a higher confidence level towards the
cross-sectional distribution. Still, when utilizing the Wald tests that are based on the regression
analysis, the statistical results lead to similar conclusions as the results from table 3.13 which
originate from the descriptive analysis. The Wald test renders statistical evidence for structural
breaks in the export flows of all Chen category subsamples from all three reporter countries
towards the CEEC aggregate. The only exception is the French exports of bulk commodities for
which the Wald test returns insignificant results. Table A.6 presents the F-statistics for the Wald
tests which indicate how strongly the null hypotheses of no structural break (sample baseline
average and slope jointly) can be rejected. It appears that the F-statistics exhibit different levels
of null hypothesis rejection for the respective Chen categories. This indicated, similar to the
descriptive results, that the structural breaks among the Chen categories extensively differ in
magnitude.
The many ways one can interpret the implications of the descriptive and econometric
analysis tools used here does not allow for a concordant detailed summary regarding the
evolvement of the French, German and Italian trade pattern towards the CEEC aggregate,
acknowledging the fact that the subject has rather variegated facets. Still, meaningful conclusions
44

Among the panel unit root tests and the regression analysis the panel unit root tests are less sensitive towards out-

performers because they are modeled to generate results that apply for the average cross-section. Even though the
regression model is also designed to capture the evolvement of the whole cross-sectional distribution (using crosssectional fixed effects and cross-sectional weights), in the end it is still more affected by outperformers. The reason
is that the unit root tests perform cross-sectionally individual tests and performs the result aggregation at the very
end of the testing process, while the regression model first generates an average time series out of the cross-sectional
distribution and then performs the analysis. The interpretational implications are already discussed in the section on
‘Status of the New Member States as export markets’.
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can be drawn. Between 1999 and 2011 the trade patterns towards the CEEC aggregate
transformed above-average mostly within the Chen categories or pulling outliers together, since
the rankings of the Chen categories by export value did not change. This coincided with a steady
convergence towards the respective world export trade patterns, but a specific EU-enlargement
effect does not seem to be apparent. Against this background the French, German and Italian
trade flows all evidently diverged, implying that the already existing structural ranking division
by Chen category was further expanded. The regression analysis proves that the Chen category
specific exports experienced structural breaks at the EU-enlargement date at different levels of
absolute magnitude.

Comparative advantage position
The Normalized Comparative Advantage Index (NRCA Index) is a relative measure of the
export strength of a reporter country in a specific product compared to the product-specific
export performance of a reference country group and based on its size of economy45. As such it
can be used to describe the temporal comparative advantage position of a national export sector
in the competitive environment of the world market. The analysis over time of this index
furthermore renders insights on the business developments of individual exporters in terms of
competitive performance. The latter is of more economic interest because performance
developments reveal the prosperousness of a producing sector which tries to improve from a
given starting point. Also, negative index values do not necessarily indicate a weak production or
export sector compared to others in the same discipline. If the scope of the index is wide, as in
this application, and includes all possible economic sectors, an individual sector may receive low
(and negative) index values if the country as well maintains high export activities with other out
of the discipline products. This scenario can happen even if the sector performs at the same
profitable level like high scoring other domestic sectors of the same discipline, which do not
coexist with other export sectors in their domestic boundaries. Improvements over time however
clearly indicate comparative advancement of an individual sector, provided that the other out of
discipline export sectors did not significantly shrink in the same time. As thoroughly discussed in
the section on indicators, the index is calculated for the French, German and Italian agricultural
sectors in reference to the OECD countries. Firstly, in order to give an overall picture for the
45

See ‘Normalized revealed comparative advantage index’ in chapter 2 for a thorough description and discussion of

the index and its behavior.
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OMS’ agricultural export sectors, figure 3-7 shows their index developments from 1999 through
2011. The table also depicts comparatively the index levels from three indicative points in time:
from the start point and end point of the assessment period and additionally from 2004.
According to the index values, France exports more agricultural products based on the size of its
total economic export activities than the OECD average. Germany and Italy in contrast exhibit
negative numbers in this respect, with Germany ranging further away from the comparativeadvantage neutral point than Italy. More importantly, Germany and Italy managed to improve
their scores by 2011 with reference to 1999 while France had to accept losses. But compared to
the situation in 2004 all three countries improved their international comparative advantage
position for agriculture through 2011.
3-7

Comparative advantage position developments for the OMS’ entire agricultural
sectors
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The index developments over the years are most volatile for Germany, but volatility is
also apparent in the comparative advantage status of France. Both graphs however seem to
become more steady after 2005. Kinks that might be associated with the EU-enlargement are
visually most apparent in the graph for Germany (2004 and 2007) but possibly also exist in the
other graphs (due to the large scale of the vertical axis only very distinct changes in the graph
developments are visible). Figure A-20 in appendix A presents the NRCA Index developments
for France, Germany and Italy individually by Chen categories. In that figure, individual changes
in the evolvement of the index by reporter country can be better observed. The figure leads to
more insight on the disaggregated level. For France and Italy the rankings of the Chen categories
by NRCA Index conform with the ranking by export value (compare with figure A-16 and A17). In the German exports the top category by export value (consumer-ready food) ranks last in
terms of NRCA Index, indicating that there might be even more above-average growth potential
for this agri-subsector in Germany (compare this with figure 4-6). Aside from that, the
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distribution of the Chen categories for France and Italy crosses the zero line while all scores for
Germany remain below zero. By far consumer-ready food is the most trending Chen category for
all three reporters, although for France it is trending downwards while for Germany and Italy it is
trending upwards. Other upward trends are noticeable for the French bulk commodity sector and
also after 2004 for the Italian horticultural sector.
In order to reveal the comparative advantage position and its evolvement at the most
disaggregated product level, figure 3-8 presents exemplarily for Italy the distribution of the
NRCA Index values for all 543 agri-products. On its left hand side it shows histograms
separately for 1999 and 2011 and on its right hand side the associated histogram polygons are
given for better comparison in one picture. The same figure is presented for France and Germany
in appendix A as figures A-21 and A-22. In order to complete the descriptive presentation, the
characteristic statistics of the NRCA Index distributions are summarized in table A.8 in appendix
A. The following interpretation of the figures refers to the situation of all three reporter
countries, despite the fact that they are presented in different locations. The histograms indicate
that most of the indices in all three cases range near to the comparative advantage neutral point
zero. Approximately 80% of the observations are inside the interval -0.1 and 0.1 and 99% of the
observations do not exceed -1 and 1. This means that the three agricultural sectors have a rather
balanced agri-export structure in reference to the OECD countries, only exhibiting major
comparative advantages and disadvantages in 1% of the 543 analyzed products. But during the
whole assessment period the negative 0.1 bin (-0.1 to zero exclusive) dominates over the positive
0.1 bin (0 inclusive to 0.1). The statistics reveal that for all three countries the medians are close
to zero but negative. 60%, 79% and 76% of the NRCA Index values across the respective total
distributions for France, Germany and Italy are negative. In line with the position of the graphs
for the entire agri-sectors (figure 3-7) the mean value is positive for France and negative for
Germany and Italy. Hence the overall positive value for France relies on a relatively small
number of highly comparatively advantageous export products (maximum values 7.98 (1999)
and 5.2 (2011)), whereas the bigger part of the agricultural sector ranges in the area of
marginally negative values. Like the NRCA Indices for the total agri-sectors, the distributions
also did change between 1999 and 2011. But the histogram polygons show that the distribution
changes were rather marginal. The Italian and German distributions seem to have slightly
increased densities at the value range ‘positive close to zero’, while the French distribution has
mainly converged towards the negative median.
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Distribution of the Italian NRCA Indices, histograms and histogram polygons comparatively for 1999 and 201146

3-8

Distributions of Italian NRCA indices (all agri-products) in 1999 and 2011 respectively
histogram polygons

Distributions of Italian NRCA indices (all agri-products) in 1999 and 2011 respectively
histograms
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This is in line with the statistics presented in the table. The mean and median values only changed very little but the standard deviation for
Italy and Germany increased slightly while it decreased for France. The total ranges however changed in all three cases which addresses the
outliers. France and to a lesser extent Italy lost extreme values on both positive and negative sides. Germany also lost extreme values on the
negative side but managed to gain on the positive side. All the mentioned changes in the characteristics of the distributions can be retraced
by looking at table A.8 (Characteristic statistics for the distributions of 1999 and 2011). The changes can also be followed by analyzing the
histograms. When comparing the relative frequency of the negative and positive 0.1 bins, the development pattern of the overall sector
NRCA Indices can be confirmed. In all three diagrams the dotted horizontal lines mark the relative frequency levels of the three bins
exhibiting the highest frequency rates in 1999. This simplifies the assessment of the same bins in the 2011 graphs. In the French case, the
negative 0.1 bin gained in frequency rate while the positive 0.1 bin lost entries. Because these two bins dominate the distribution (Approx.
80% of all observations) this means that the total French agri-sector must have lost some of its comparative advantage.
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Bins are defined as [a, b), meaning that an observation equaling a left end-point of a bin is included in the respective bin, while an observation equaling a right end

point of a bin is included in the successive bin. Therefore the observations with the zero value are included in the bin ranging from 0.0 to 0.1.
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Indeed the French NRCA for the agri-sector decreased from 31.71 in 1999 to 25.18 in 2011.
Applying this assessment technique to the other countries confirms that the German and Italian
agri-sectors gained comparative advantage between 1999 and 2011, while still ranging in
negative values. Also, the changes in the reported range Eviews chose when creating the
different histograms indicate that the distributions have converged or at least lost observations
with extreme values.In order to provide these distributional descriptions with concrete examples,
table A.9 in appendix A identifies for each of the countries the ten products with the highest
comparative advantage in 2011. In addition to that, tables A.10, A.11. and A.12 depict the top
five winners and losers in the developments between 1999 and 2011 in terms of absolute traded
quantities towards the CEEC aggregate and in terms of NRCA Index values. It can be observed
from the last three tables that the top five traded products towards the CEEC aggregate do not
reappear in the top five rankings by NRCA Index values.
Summarizing the descriptive findings of the OMS’ revealed comparative advantage
position developments, table A.13 returns back to the aggregated level of the Chen categories.
Focusing on the time span of the NMS’ EU membership, the table presents the magnitude and
direction of change in the NRCA Index developments between 2004 and 2011 for each Chen
category and each assessed OMS. The choice to focus on this time period is motivated by the
anticipation that, if present, it is precisely in the course of these years that the EU-enlargement
should unfold its effect. According to the results presented in the table, the French agricultural
sector as a whole became 1.02 times stronger between 2004 and 2011 in terms of comparative
advantage against the OECD counterfactual. The German and Italian sectors strengthened by the
respective factors 1.25 and 1.83. The numbers testify comparatively, that the Italian agricultural
export sector experienced the strongest boost in this specific time span. Except for the French
processed intermediate goods and consumer-ready food sectors and also for the Italian processed
intermediate goods sector, all Chen-category-subsectors of all the three OMS improved their
comparative advantage position. For France, the strongest advancements were registered for bulk
commodities and horticultural products. In the German agricultural exports, it is primarily the
consumer-ready food sector that grew. The Italian exports, on the other hand, although largely
driven by the consumer-ready food sector, also got a boost from growth in the horticultural
product sector. Although these rankings do not correspond to the rankings of the Chen categories
by export increases towards the CEEC aggregate or to their shares in exports towards the CEEC
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aggregate, still, the EU-enlargement induced significant boosts to the OMS’ overall agri-exports
and must have helped realize these comparative advantage achievements.
In order to investigate the potential EU-enlargement effect on the NRCA Indices, the
results of the statistical assessments are presented and discussed below. It is worth noting at this
stage the structural difference between the descriptive and the statistical analyses. The
descriptive analysis took advantage of the summing properties of the NRCA Index. However, the
estimation procedures of the unit root tests and time series regressions cannot be adapted to these
properties, and are based on the idea of mean values.
The results of the more conservative panel unit root tests are summarized in table 3.14.
Due to the chosen settings, they only accept the unit root hypothesis if, on average, all crosssectional members of the sample, starting from individual intercept points, exhibit a trending
development.
3.14

Panel unit root test results for the NRCA Indices
Sample

a

France

b

Germany

b

Italy

b

All products

no***

no***

no***

Bulk commodities

no***

no**

no**

Processed intermediate goods

no***

yes

no***

Consumer-ready food

no***

no***

no***

Horticultural products
no***
no*
no**
a) sample corresponds to level data from 1999 to 2011. Results are based on the test specifications
discussed in chapter 2 ‘panel unit root tests’
b) yes and no indicates whether the time series has a unit root. The number of asterisks imply significance
levels of the least significant test: * 10%, **5%, ***1%

The results lead to the conclusion that in this sense of disaggregated sample perception
the NRCA Index values of the Chen-category-subsectors did not change during the assessed
period from 1999 to 2011, except for the German processed intermediate goods sector. However,
the in some places less significant rejections of the unit root null hypothesis in the data for
Germany and Italy suggest that within the samples a number of time series did in fact exhibit a
trend. Still, considering the sample units in an aggregated manner and weighing all sample
members equally (in essence looking at the issue from the median point of view), except for the
German processed intermediate goods sector, their comparative-advantage position remained on
one level between 1999 and 2011. Turning the view point towards the mean value-based
anticipation, the results of the regression analysis draw a different picture, as apparent from table
3.15.
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3.15

Regression coefficients for the NRCA Indices for the total agricultural sectors and the Chen categories
France

Sample

Germany

c(1)

c(2)

c(3)

c(4)

c(1)

c(2)

All SITC-5 agri
products

0.016563

0.639796

0.000269

-0.049774

-0.024892

0.703081

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

Bulk
commodities

0.019715

0.659662

0.000824

-0.01719

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0641)

(0.5394)

0.006478

0.666424

0.000123

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

0.02699
(0.0000)

Processed
intermediate
goods
Consumerready food
Horticultural
products

Italy
c(3)

c(4)

c(1)

c(2)

c(3)

c(4)

0.000443

-0.03463

-0.002875

0.652321

0.000234

-0.03596

(0.0000)

(0.0001)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

-0.052309

0.721593

0.0000521

-0.03935

-0.026879

0.679314

0.000088

-0.04363

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.7207)

(0.1034)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0408)

(0.0095)

-0.056762

-0.013122

0.699024

0.000128

-0.04203

-0.005209

0.675063

0.0000834

-0.04904

(0.0058)

(0.0006)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0727)

(0.0287)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0050)

(0.0016)

0.616254
(0.0000)

0.000164
(0.0018)

-0.044855
(0.0000)

-0.018998
(0.0000)

0.718896
(0.0000)

0.000748
(0.0032)

-0.0328
(0.0005)

0.003752
(0.0000)

0.639938
(0.0000)

0.000471
(0.0005)

-0.03064
(0.0002)

-0.004911

0.619623

0.0000327

-0.088715

-0.08705

0.494416

0.00018

-0.0208

0.004006

0.621555

0.000221

-0.0519

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.1448)

(0.0533)

(0.0000)

(0.0000)

(0.2539)

(0.0090)

Note: Shading highlights insignificant results at the 5 % confidence level.
* The values in parentheses return the respective p-value.

The coefficient c(1) should be interpreted as the mean of all observations in the sample from 1999 to 2003 (using crosssectional fixed effects and cross-sectional weights when calculating). The signs of the c(1) coefficients reflect the positions of the
respective graphs in figure A-20 which shows the NRCA Index developments by Chen category for each of the three OMS.All
significant c(3) coefficients are positive. Because the c(3) coefficient represents the dummy variable for the EU membership period of
the CEEC countries and it enters additively into the regression, the results demonstrate evidence that for the samples with significant
c(3) coefficients the NRCA Index value sample average is higher after the EU-enlargement of 2004 than before this event. In the
table, the gray shading indicates the samples with insignificant changes in the mean value developments while all other cases exhibit a
structural break in this respect (5 out of 12 cases are insignificant, excluding the total agri sample). However, the absolute values of
the c(3) coefficients differ widely across reporter countries and across Chen categories.
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The extent of these differences in change magnitude will be analyzed in a further step47. The
interpretation of the c(2) and c(4) coefficients is more complex because it depends on the signs
of the c(1) coefficients, or more precisely on the sign of the first lag of the dependent variable. If
c(1) is positive, positive values of c(2) and c(4) imply positive increasing developments. But if
c(1) is negative, positive values of c(2) and c(4) in turn imply negative increasing developments
which result in larger negative NRCA Index values. For example, the evolvement of the German
NRCA Index values for the consumer-ready food sector should be interpreted as follows: the
mean value between 1999 and 2003 was negative (negative c(1)) and decreased (became
stronger negative) during those four years (positive c(2)). Compared to that, the mean value
proved to be higher between 2004 and 2011 (positive c(3)) and the negative trend exhibited a
reduced pace (negative c(4)). As a result, the situation and over time evolvement after 2004
proved to be better than during the time span 1999 to 2003. Using this interpretation technique,
the respective sample developments regarding the pace of change (slope) turned out to have
improved (positively strengthened or negatively weakened) in all cases except for the French
entire agri-sector, Chen 2 and Chen 3 sectors, the German Chen 2 sector and the Italian Chen 3
and 4 sectors (7 improvements out of 12 cases, excluding the total agri sample). These
exceptions represent the cases in which the average mean value after 2004 was higher but the
favorable upward slopes weakened. Again, insignificant c(4) coefficients are highlighted by gray
shadings (3 out of 12 cases are insignificant, excluding the total agri sample). Proceeding from
this differentiated analysis of the mean and slope evolvements, table 3.16 presents the results of
the Wald tests for the joint significance of both structural break dimensions. The perspective of
joint significance reduces the number of samples with insignificant results for the structural
break hypothesis from 5 (counting all samples that have insignificant coefficients for c(3) and/or
c(4)) down to 2. Namely, the Wald tests find structural breaks in all samples except for the
German bulk commodities’ and horticultural sectors. The German Chen 2 sector is the only
sample that is worse off after 2004 since the slope dimension significantly changed unfavorably
and the mean value dummy variable is insignificant. It should be clear that the above 5 identified
samples with worsened slope coefficients are, however, among those who are found to exhibit a
jointly caused structural break.
47

See presentation and discussion of table 4.17 Extent of the structural breaks in the developments of the NRCA

indices.
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3.16

Wald test results testing for structural breaks in the NRCA Index developments

Results of the Wald test; Null hypothesis: c(3)= 0 and c(4)=0*
Sample
France
Germany
Italy
42.92
27.48
38.95
All SITC-5 agri products
(0.000)
(0.000)
(0.000)
5.49
1.70
9.16
Bulk commodities
(0.004)
(0.184)
(0.000)
12.23
5.58
10.48
Processed intermediate goods
(0.000)
(0.00)
(0.000)
22.97
16.03
20.93
Consumer-ready food
(0.000)
(0.004)
(0.000)
35.46
2.48
5.90
Horticultural products
(0.000)
(0.084)
(0.003)
Note: Shading highlights insignificant results at the 5 % confidence level
*the table entries give the F-statistic value and in parentheses the associated
p-values.

Table 3.17 sheds light on the respective relative magnitude of the individual structural
breaks in mean and slope.
3.17

Extent of the structural breaks in the developments of the NRCA Indices
France
Sample

All products
Bulk commodities
Processed
intermediate goods
Consumer-ready food
Horticultural products

average
c(3)/c(1)
+
(1.6%)

slope
c(4)/c(2)
(-7.8%)

Germany
average
slope
c(3)/c(1)
c(4)/c(2)
+
+
(-1.8%)
(-4.9%)

insignificant

insignificant

insignificant insignificant

+
(1.9%)
+
(0.6%)
+
(-0.7%)

(-8.5%)
(-7.3%)
+
(-14.3%)

insignificant
+
(-3.9%)

(-6.0%)
+
(-4.6%)

insignificant insignificant

Italy
average
c(3)/c(1)
+
(-8.1%)
+
(-0.3%)
+
(-1.6%)
+
(12.6%)
insignificant

slope
c(4)/c(2)
+
(-5.5%)
+
(-6.4%)
+
(-7.3%)
(-4.8%)
(-8.3%)

Since the signs of the quotients do not consistently mean improvements or worsening, the
bold signs in each cell clearly indicate whether the respective structural breaks are positive or
negative in nature, while the quotient values are presented in the parentheses. The table proves
that the changes in the mean values and in the pace evolvement of the respective NRCA Index
values were heterogeneous in magnitude, ranging from insignificant to positive 14.3 % and
negative 8.5 %. Still, the positive changes outnumber the negative ones where the negative ones
are all among the slope changes. It is not possible to say which of the two structural break
dimensions is more important. Of course, the improvement of both the average and the slope
describes the best evolvement. However, a significant change in mean value combined with no
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changes in the slope dimension would indicate an instantaneous but sustainable jump in the
comparative advantage position of a given sector. The other alternative, consisting solely of a
significant upward change in the slope dimension, also implies remarkable improvements
because it describes a quickened advancement. Surely in the long run a significant slope
coefficient leads to changes in the mean value. In practice, the first alternative materializes if a
trade distorting circumstance is abruptly removed, releasing the suppressed trade potential at
once. The second alternative arises when the export flow formerly was in accordance with the
exporter’s capacities and the change in the trading environment improves the starting position for
further business developments.
Table 3.18 presents results on the same issue from the perspective of comparative
advantage strength position. Focusing on the first structural break dimension it gives the
respective multipliers between the sample baseline mean values for the period 1999 to 2003
(equal to c(1)) and the period 2004 to 2011 (equal to c(1) + c(3)).
3.18

Multipliers between sample average mean values before and after 2004

Sample
All products
Bulk commodities
Processed intermediate goods
Consumer-ready food
Horticultural products

France
1.02
1.00
1.02
1.01
1.01

Germany
Italy
1.02
1.09
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.02
1.04
1.13
1.00
1.00

From both tables 3.17 and 3.18 it can be inferred that among the three representatives of
the OMS, Italy was the best at improving its comparative advantage position in agriculture, as
the Italian relative gains in the NRCA Index for the agri-sector as a whole are highest. On
average the Italian entire agricultural sector was 1.09 times stronger between 2004 and 2011 than
during the period of 1999 to 2003. France and Germany in contrast were only able to strengthen
their sectors by the factor of 1.02. These overall gains in comparative advantage originate from
the Chen categories in different levels of dispersion. Germany attained the highest proportion of
insignificant coefficients which lead to the multipliers of 1.00. This implies on the one hand, that
for the subsectors which scored insignificant results, the comparative advantage position was in
fact unaffected by the EU enlargement. On the other hand it implies that the comparative
advantage gains of the German entire agri-sector originate in distinct areas. Indeed, almost all of
the German improvements were achieved in consumer-ready food. Similarly also Italy achieved
the greatest proportion of its overall revealed comparative advantage gains with consumer-ready
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food, but as well became stronger in processed intermediate goods. The overall gains for the
French agricultural sector however emerged from three of the four Chen categories, with greatest
gains in processed intermediate goods, followed by equally contributing consumer-ready food
and horticultural products.
Lastly, the NRCA data is evaluated with regards to distributional convergence or
divergence between 1999 and 2011. Table 3.19 presents the results for the three reporters’ entire
agri-sectors as well as for the Chen-category-subsectors.
3.19

Panel unit root test results for mean deviations in NRCA Index data

Sample (1999-2011)
France*
Germany*
Italy*
All products
0.00
0.74
0.00
Bulk commodities
0.26
0.00
0.00
Processed intermediate goods
0.00
1.00
0.11
Consumer-ready food
0.00
0.99
0.38
Horticultural products
0.00
0.42
0.92
*returns the p-value of the least significant unit root test. Results are based on the
test specifications discussed in chapter 2 ‘panel unit root tests’.

At the aggregated level the test reveals that the French and Italian comparative advantage
positions of the individual 543 agricultural products on average48 did not diverge from each
other. In contrast the German comparative advantage distribution of the entire agri-sector did
diverge quite strongly which is indicated by the relatively high p-value of 0.74. Looking at the
level of Chen categories it appears that in the case of Germany, the NRCA distributions of
processed intermediate goods and consumer-ready food very strongly diverged, the one of
horticultural products moderately diverged, while no divergence occurred within the bulk
commodities’ distribution. Within the Italian agriculture very strong divergence occurred among
horticultural products and to a lesser extent among consumer-ready food and processed
intermediate goods. In the case of France, the bulk commodities’ sector proves to be the only one
where divergence in NRCA Index values took place.
Merging the results of the descriptive and statistical analyses of the OMS’ agricultural
comparative advantage developments leads to the following general findings. Because the
analysis tools return differing results about the existence of trends in the diverse NRCA data

48

It should be recalled again that the panel unit root tests are designed to notify median associated distributional

drifts. Therefore in case of the rejection of the unit root hypothesis it still is possible that individual sample members
did exhibit drifting dynamics, contrary to the major proportion of observations with stationary developments.
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samples dependent on whether they principally react on movements in the median or
alternatively on movements in the mean value, it can be inferred that the major changes occurred
with highly dynamic product subgroups within the Chen categories. The result that many of the
NRCA distributions diverged over time confirms this finding. But altogether the results evidently
imply that, at least at the disaggregation level of the Chen categories, significant trending
evolvements have take place between 1999 and 2011. Hence the changes are most visible and
identifiable when analyzing the mean value based indicators like the graphs of the NRCA Index
sums or the regression analysis results. Evidently, by means of the mean value, the revealed
comparative advantage position for the French, German and Italian agri sectors down to the
disaggregation level of the Chen categories was higher after 2004 than before that49.
Furthermore, these changes were of varying magnitude for the respective OMS and Chen
categories. All three OMS distinguish themselves with respect to different attributes. Italy
achieved the greatest comparative advantage position advancement on the level of the entire
agricultural sector. Germany in turn exhibited the most selective strengthening pattern while the
French advancements proved to be most comprehensive across the sector. But because the
dynamics of the NRCA data series are not congruent with the EU-enlargement-induced trade
pattern alterations, a direct causal relationship cannot be drawn. However, it can still be
concluded that the enforced trade linkages between the OMS and the CEEC countries helped to
maintain the comparative advantage positions and supported the improvements, since, quite
naturally, the non-EU OECD members could not benefit from the enlargement of the EU area.

Greatest beneficiaries among the Old Member States
After discovering that the EU-enlargement, with its associated political and economic changes,
did have a positive and business enhancing effect on the agricultural sectors in the OMS, the
question remains whether the benefits were received equally by all EU-15 countries or whether
individual OMS managed to achieve above-average advancements. The question aims at
identifying how the benefits are distributed among the OMS in the sense of business
advancement, independent of structural differences of the national agricultural sectors and of
where exactly the advancements within agriculture occurred.

49

This statement relies on the – in all cases – positive c(3) coefficients, given that the point estimates for the

insignificant results are also positive.
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The data shows50 differences in the general involvement of France, Germany and Italy in
the sales markets of the CEEC-10. Compared to the size of their whole agricultural export
sectors in terms of export quantities, France considerably underperforms in the trade flows
towards the CEECs and is, in fact, only marginally active in these markets. Italy, meanwhile,
shows above-average activity. Germany proves to be the largest exporter to the CEECs, but it
also has the largest export sector in relation to the other two peers. The German export quantity
is five times higher and the Italian export quantity is one and a half time higher than France’s
(both values referring to 1999). In terms of the Krugman Index, Germany demonstrates the least
differences between the trade patterns towards the CEECs and the world, Italy coming second
and France demonstrating the highest level of dissimilarity. This latter differentiation may also
indicate to what extent the CEECs are integrated in the trading network of the exporters, being
lower with increased trade pattern dissimilarity.
From this starting position, the absolute increases in traded quantities towards the NMS
proved to have been heterogeneous for the three OMS. Germany realized the greatest absolute
increases, Italy ranking second before France. The differences in magnitude are extensive,
amounting for the entire assessment period (1999 to 2011) to the multiple of six between
Germany and France and to the multiple of 1.6 between Italy and France. However, in relative
terms, the export increases prove to be rather equal in scale. This outcome also applies for the
development in the shares of the exports towards the NMS in the reporters’ total world exports.
The achievements in the comparative advancement position again correspond to the differing
degrees of relative commitments in the CEECs’ sales markets, but are somewhat blurred because
the EU-enlargement proved to be a significant, however not dominant driver. Taking the results
for the sample average baseline of the regression analysis as the basis for the assessment of the
agricultural sectors as whole, Italy reached relatively the largest achievements in comparative
advantage. The sample average baseline for the period 2004 to 2011 (c(1) + c(3)) was 1.09 times
higher than the sample average baseline for the period 1999 to 2003 (c(1)), implying that the
entire Italian agricultural export sector was 1.09 times stronger in the later period. The German
and French agricultural export sectors both strengthened their comparative advantage position by
the multiplier of 1.02, even though Germany was much more involved in the CEECs’ sales
markets. Most likely France improved its export performance also in other sales markets so as to
50

All results and conclusions that are reported in this paragraph are based on findings from the above subchapters.
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achieve the same multiplier value like Germany. In summary it can be said that all the assessed
OMS benefited equally from the extension of the single European market, proportional to their
initial degree of involvement in the CEECs’ sales markets.

Chapter 4 - Synthesis of results and conclusions
This chapter brings together the major outcomes of the five respective evaluations with their
resultant conclusions and implications. In a first paragraph ‘Synthesis of the results and
deduction’, the main results of the 5 individual research objectives are connected in order to
reflect the larger picture of the EU-enlargement effects on the OMS’ agricultural sectors.
Additional findings, which arise from examining the larger picture and which address in
particular the three assessed OMS and the ten NMS, are subsequently pointed out. Conclusions
which also result from adding up all single results, but are more abstract in nature and lead to
general economic findings or political recommendations, are finally presented in a separate
paragraph ‘Political and economic implications’.

Synthesis of the results and deduction
The three OMS-representatives France, Germany and Italy exhibited different degrees of
involvement in the CEEC-10 agricultural sales market as agricultural suppliers. In absolute
terms, Germany was involved strongest, Italy showed the second largest commitments, while
France exported least of all. Throughout the assessment period 1999 through 2011 this
relationship did not change. The exports of all three countries towards the CEEC-10 increased
continuously and were significantly boosted after 2004 together with significant increases in the
proportion the OMS directed towards the CEEC-10 in their world exports. Evident simultaneous
upward structural breaks in the reporter’s world exports proved trade creation, implying that the
OMS’ total world exports significantly increased after 2004. It results from these findings that
the EU-enlargement, with its export-fostering effect towards the NMS, helped all the OMS’
agricultural sectors to keep thriving. Germany realized the biggest gains, Italy coming second
and France gaining least in comparative terms. However, in relative terms the three countries
enhanced their export levels towards the CEEC-10 at equal scale, implying that the trade
liberalization effect of the EU-enlargement reached all OMS without preference.
Granted that these findings apply to the agricultural sectors as a whole, the analysis proves the
level of subsector weighting to be crucial for making more comprehensive statements about the
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evolvements, when anticipating the sector as a conglomerate of 543 independent businesses. The
analysis suggests that, concerning the shares of the exports towards CEEC-10 in the reporters’
total world exports, in fact a small number of products generated the major proportion of
increases, while a broader range of products did not experience major changes in their sales
market distributions51.
The trade patterns of the three OMS towards the CEEC aggregate were found to have
transformed above-average, converged towards the world export patterns and inherently
diverged from 1999 to 2011. But no clear EU-enlargement effects could be read from the
descriptive evaluation of these three tools52. The Chen categories, which classify the agricultural
products according to factor-intensity and degree of processing in their production53, proved to
be a meaningful key to localize the inherent divergence in the agri-export developments. Exports
in all Chen categories increased between 1999 and 2011, without changing the ranking order.
France and Germany primarily exported consumer-ready food (Chen 3). Their ranking order
continues with processed intermediate goods (Chen 2), bulk commodities (Chen 1) and ends with
horticultural products (Chen 4). In the Italian trade flow Chen 3 ranks first, followed
successively by Chen 4, Chen 2 and Chen 1. The statistical analysis revealed that the exports by
Chen categories were significantly boosted in 2004 in the form of a structural break, but not
equal in scale. So the structural breaks among the Chen categories extensively differ in
magnitude, causing the respective national export quantities to diverge. The individual
assessments of the trade pattern evolvements altogether imply that the OMS’ export increases
towards the CEEC-10 differed in magnitude subject to the Chen categories and that the existing
structural ranking division expanded further. The absolute differences in the export values
between the Chen categories thus became stronger, which argues for the fact that the trade
patterns evolved with a structural determination in favor of products of a higher degree of
51

This conclusion emerges from the ambiguous results between the panel unit root tests and Wald tests.
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Trade pattern transformations and convergence towards the world export trade pattern were identified by

analyzing the Lawrence and Krugman Indices. The inherent distributional convergence of the agricultural products
in the export flows towards the CEECs became apparent from the ‘panel unit root tests for distributional
convergence’.
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Categories 1 to 3 are characterized with increasing levels of inherent degree of processing and input-factor

intensity. Category 4 ranges between categories 2 and 3 in this respect. A thorough differentiation of the Chen
categories is given in the paragraph on ‘data description’.
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processing and higher net added-value. The occasional ambiguity between the results of the
panel unit root tests and the time series regression analysis suggest that within the Chen
categories, subgroups of products generated the major gains, while others did not participate in
the upward trend. However, since the regression model, which is more sensitive to outperformers
than the unit root tests, incorporates settings to capture the cross-sectional developments of the
samples54, it ensured that the analysis is not dominated by single product groups.
Disaggregating the analysis subject to the CEEC-10 members reveals that the ten NMS
are a heterogeneous group of export markets for the OMS. The top trading partners in terms of
trade quantities throughout the assessment period are Poland, the Czech Republic and Hungary.
The most profound newcomer is Romania, emerging from an insignificant export market at the
start of the new millennium to become a relevant purchaser. Furthermore, for the Italian
agricultural exporters, Slovenia can also be added to the group of major export markets in the
central eastern European region. In terms of trade pattern, most of the bilateral export flows from
the respective OMS towards the individual NMS follow the above described characteristics of
the aggregated trade flows. Only a small number of bilateral trade linkages55 deviate in as much
as they almost entirely consist of consumer-ready food products.
The fact, that the three OMS increased their exports after their trading environment was
liberalized, strongly proves that, at least in comparison to the CEEC region, their agricultural
sectors are internationally competitive. The distributions of the product specific NRCA Indices
argue that France, Germany and Italy maintain comprehensive export businesses which include
most segments of the agricultural sector. The three agricultural export sectors have a balanced
structure in reference to the OECD countries, only exhibiting major comparative advantages and
disadvantages in 1% of the 543 analyzed products. The medians however are slightly negative56.
On the aggregate level, France exports more agricultural products based on the size of its total
economic export activities than the OECD average. Germany and Italy in contrast exhibit
negative numbers in this respect, with Germany ranging further away from the comparative54

Cross-sectional fixed effects and cross-sectional weights are specified in the regression settings, see paragraph on

‘time series regression analysis’ in the chapter on the ‘Analytical method’.
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These are the French exports to Estonia and Latvia and the German exports to Slovenia, Bulgaria and Romania.

All other 25 bilateral trade linkages depict the trade pattern of the aggregated picture.
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These findings on the comparative advantage positions originate from the descriptive analysis of the NRCA-

distributions.
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advantage neutral point than Italy. Given that the NRCA distributions resemble each other, the
French positive NRCA index value relies on a very small group of agricultural items for which
France has a large comparative advantage in production. It is interesting to see that for France
and Italy, the rankings of the Chen categories by NRCA index conform with the ranking by
export value towards the CEEC aggregate, while for Germany the top category by export value,
consumer-ready food, ranks last in terms of NRCA index, indicating that there might be aboveaverage growth potential for this agricultural subsector in Germany. The major economic interest
is in how the index values developed over time because this supplies information on the
evolvement of the OMS’ performance from a given starting point. By means of the mean value,
the revealed comparative advantage position for the French, German and Italian agricultural
sectors down to the disaggregation level of the Chen categories was evidently higher after 2004
than before that, indicating that the OMS strengthened their export performance in the
competitive international market57. But because the dynamics of the NRCA data series were not
congruent with the EU-enlargement-induced trade pattern alterations towards the NMS, a direct
causal relationship cannot be drawn. However, it can still be concluded that the enforced trade
linkages between the OMS and the CEECs helped to maintain the OMS’ comparative advantage
positions and support the improvements, since the non-EU OECD members could not benefit
from the enlargement of the EU area. Because the analysis tools return differing results about the
existence of trends in the diverse NRCA data samples dependent on whether they principally
react to movements in the median or alternatively to movements in the mean value, it can be
further inferred that the major changes occurred with small but highly dynamic product
subgroups within the Chen categories. The result that many of the NRCA distributions diverged
over time confirms this finding.
The above summarized results confirm the expectations qualitatively and quantitatively.
Economic intuition, trade theory and ex-ante simulation studies suggested exports from the OMS
towards the CEEC-10 to boost after the EU-enlargement, diverge in favor of more processed
products and to transform, with these three evolvements causing the respective comparative
advantage positions to improve. Furthermore, the simulation studies predicted average trade
quantity increases of one to three percent. The empirical analysis in the form of time series
57

This statement relies on the - in all cases - positive c(3) coefficients in the time series regression analysis, given

that the point estimates for the insignificant results are also positive.
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analysis confirmed this magnitude of EU-enlargement-induced quantitative trade increases58.
Merely the effect of the EU-enlargement on the NRCA Index could not be directly relocated in
the empirical data, although improvements of the comparative advantage positions are apparent.
Overall, empirical evidence was generated which confirms that the EU-enlargement boosted the
OMS’ agricultural export sectors and supported the economic success of the French, German and
Italian agribusiness. Because most sales increases occurred with consumer-ready food items,
possibly a considerable portion of the gained benefits have flowed towards the food processing
industry within the agribusiness sector.
The detected gradual alignment process of the OMS’ trade patterns towards the CEEC-10
with the respective world export patterns indicate that the trade relationships are maturing. The
convergence can be interpreted to suggest that the CEEC-10 are in the process of full integration
into the OMS’ trade networks. A bilateral trade pattern that is more similar to the world export
trade pattern of the supplier shows that the trade relation benefits from the efficiency aspect of
free markets and that the exporter is able to sell in higher accordance with his comparative
advantages. In 2011 however, the Krugman-dissimilarity of the French, German and Italian trade
flow towards the CEEC aggregate still differed by 41 %, 31 % and 35 % from their world export
patterns respectively, leaving potential for further structural adjustment and optimization.
Qualitative comparisons of the individual OMS’ revealed comparative advantage
developments indicate that the respective agricultural sectors structurally developed differently.
The German advancements in the NRCA Index were selective59, focusing almost exclusively on
consumer-ready food, which is the product category with the highest level of processing. In
opposition to that the French advancements in agriculture are much more comprehensive in the
sense that advancements were achieved more broadly across the product categories. This
observation sheds light on the development strategies among the farmers form these two
countries and also unfolds the structural orientation of the two agricultural sectors. The
nationwide effect in France is that the primary production is maintained and enhanced across a
large range of agricultural disciplines, while the German development dynamics are apparently
more specialized in the high-end segments and lead into intensive collaboration with the

58

Compare with table 3.4.

59

This result refers to the multipliers between NRCA sample average mean values for the individual Chen

categories before (1999 to 2003) and after 2004 (2004 to 2011). See table 3.18.
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processing industry. Consequently the national agricultural job markets should be expected to
develop differently with respect to required skills and work hours. However, the German singledimensional advancement pattern could be attributed to the fact that, in opposition to the French
and Italian cases, Germany scores lowest in the consumer-ready food category and might have
the highest growth potential in that area.
Finally, the analysis enables to infer that the French, German and Italian economies adapt
to changes in the business environment at different pace levels. The regression analysis reveals
that for France and Italy the structural breaks in trade quantities towards the CEEC-10 rely
mainly on changes in the slope and to a lesser extent on the sample average baseline changes.
For Germany, the EU-enlargement had a stronger effect on the sample average baseline. This
means that the EU-enlargement induced the French and Italian growth rates in exports towards
the CEEC region to increase, while the German export sector immediately expanded the trade
quantity at the time of accession.

Political and economic implications
Theoretically, the EU-enlargement is the result of political action and can be understood as the
reduction of political market interference, as national borders were opened for free movement of
people, goods, services and capital (European Commission 2013b). In general, policy interferes
with business conditions for socio-economic reasons on behalf of national or regional interests.
In this context, the outcomes of this ex-post analysis of trade developments, which surpasses a
market liberalization event, can be used to portray the interaction between policy making and
economic evolvement and also to refer these empirically detected interdependencies to other
research results. Latruffe (2010) concludes in his work that “[…] government intervention may
change competitiveness superficially without increasing real competitiveness.” Ferto (2007) also
designates policy-making or the design of institutional systems as the final and determining
driver for economic performance since only sudden external or internal shocks to the economies
can, in the short run, induce above-average trade pattern transformations. Policy is profoundly
called to account at this point because intrinsic trade pattern changes “reflect deep structural
changes in the whole economy of a particular country [which] take usually a long time” (Ferto
2007). The fact that all three OMS increased their agricultural export businesses proportionately
in equal terms after the EU-enlargement argues for the presumption that market boundaries build
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up business distortions. The strong effect of the EU-enlargement on trade flows shows the power
of political regulation and the determining influence of policy on business.
For policy makers it is very important to be aware of the competitiveness levels of their
economic sectors, when deciding to expose their economies to larger markets or changing the
economic framework for doing business. Trade liberalization obviously leads to higher economic
efficiency when adding up the welfare changes for all parties involved. The benefits, however,
mainly materialize for the more competitive agents among the involved parties. This invariably
creates losers. When concessions have to be made in favor of a greater political or socioeconomic goal, it is crucial to know in which specific areas losses will materialize and to what
extent, in order to compensate or help absorb the resultant shock. In the context of this problem,
the results of this thesis demonstrate that Computable General Equilibrium (CGE) models
produce reliable results and therefore are useful and valuable tools for policy evaluation.
The analysis outcomes prove that the OMS’ agriculture and agribusiness are beneficiaries
from the EU-enlargement. The enlarged sales market enabled business improvements by
increasing turnover through enhanced exports. Strengthened exports furthermore increase the
profitability of the sectors, helping them develop, modernize and make strategic adjustments. For
the domestic economies, a strong agricultural sector brings about certain advantages. Because the
sector is largely active in rural areas, a more prosperous and profitable agricultural sector
constitutes indirect economic support for these structurally weak areas. In addition, more
profitable agricultural businesses are possibly more disposed to comply with their environmental
responsibilities, or leastwise are better amenable to environmental policy.
Lastly, increasing trade relationships within a geographical region not only leads to
benefits for the seller but also for the purchaser. If the trade deficit for the accepting country does
not become too large, the intensified trade relationship leads to favorable trade conditions
between the participants and helps the whole region to flourish economically.
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Appendix A - Supportive tables, graphs and figures for the
presentation of results
Objective 1 – Changes in quantitative trade dynamics
A-1

Evolvement of total agri-exports towards the world, in bn USD
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Percentage annual changes in the German agricultural exports
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Percentage annual changes in the Italian agricultural exports
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A-5

French total agricultural exports towards the respective CEEC-10 countries, in USD
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Romania

A-6

German total agricultural exports towards the respective CEEC-10 countries, in
USD
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Italian total agricultural exports towards the respective CEEC-10 countries, in USD
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A-8

Comparison of total agri-exports towards each member of the CEEC-10 country

group from 1999 and 2011, in million USD
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A.1

Composite of the total agri-exports towards the CEEC-10 aggregate by country,
comparatively for 1999 and 2011
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Top five traded agri-products towards the CEEC-country aggregate in 1999 and
2011

Rank

SITCcode

Chen
category

1999
Label

SITCcode

Chen
category

2011
Label

France
1)

09899

3

Other food preparations

11217

3

2)

11217

3

0441

1

3)

26873

2

11242

3

4)

08195

2

01221

3

Spirits obtained by distilling
grape wine or marc
Meat of swine, fresh or chilled

5)

08199

2

Wine of fresh grapes; grape
must fermented, alcohol
Wool tops and other
combed wool
Dog or cat food, put up for
retail sale
Preparations of a kind used
for animal food, n.e.s.

0541

4

Potatoes, fresh or chilled

1222

3

2)

08131

3)

Germany
1)

Wine of fresh grapes; grape
must fermented, alcohol
Seed of maize

01221

3

Meat of swine, fresh or chilled

2

Cigarettes containing
tobacco
Oil-cakes of soya beans

09899

3

Other food preparations

09899

3

Other food preparations

0712

3

Coffee, roasted

4)

02232

3

07111

3

5)

08199

2

Buttermilk, fermented or
acidified milk or cream
Preparations of a kind used
for animal food, n.e.s.

02499

3

Coffee, not roasted, not
decaffeinated
Other cheese, n.e.s.
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Italy
1)

05751

4

Grapes, fresh

11217

3

2)

05793

3

Stone fruit, n.e.s., fresh

05751

4

Wine of fresh grapes; grape
must fermented, alcohol
Grapes, fresh

3)
4)

09899
26873

3
2

Other food preparations
Wool tops and other
combed wool
5)
04842
3
Sweet biscuits, waffles,
gingerbread and the like
Highlighted items appear in top five of both years.

0574
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4
3

Apples, fresh
Coffee, roasted

26873

2

Wool tops and other combed
wool

Objective 2 – NMS’s significance as export markets
A-10 Individual CEEC-10 member's share in French total agricultural export to the
world
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A-11 Individual CEEC-10 member's share in German total agricultural export to the
world
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A-12 Individual CEEC-10 member's share in Italian total agricultural export to the
world
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A.3

Export shares for 1999 and 2011 of the respective NMS in the world agri-exports of
the reporter countries
France

Germany

Italy

1999

2011

change in
percentage
points

CEEC-country
aggregate

0.89%

2.53%

1.66

6.18%

13.17%

6.99

3.18%

7.42%

4.23

Czech Republic

0.18%

0.45%

0.28

1.59%

2.80%

1.21

0.64%

1.25%

0.61
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0.05
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Objective 3 – Change in trade pattern
A-13 Proportions of the Chen categories in the French agri-exports towards the CEEC-10
country aggregate
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A-14 Proportions of the Chen categories in the German agri-exports towards the CEEC10 country aggregate
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A-15 Proportions of the Chen categories in the Italian agri-exports towards the CEEC-10
country aggregate
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A-16 Development of the French exports towards the CEEC aggregate by Chen
categories, in million USD
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A-17 Development of Italian exports to the CEEC-10 country aggregate by Chen
categories, in million USD
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A-18 French export values by Chen categories towards the Czech Republic, in USD
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A-19 French export values by Chen categories towards Latvia, in USD
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A.4

Panel unit root test results for exports towards the CEEC country aggregate by
Chen categories
Sample*

France**

Bulk commodities

Germany**

Italy**

no***

yes

yes

Processed intermediate goods

yes

no***

no*

Consumer-ready food

yes

yes

yes

Horticultural products

no**

yes
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* sample corresponds to level data from 1999 to 2011
** yes and no indicates whether the time series has a unit root.
The number of asterisks imply significance levels of the least significant test: * 10%, **5%, ***1%

A.5

Regression coefficients for exports towards the CEEC country aggregate by Chen
categories
France

Sample
c(1)

c(2)

Germany
c(3)

c(4)

c(1)

Italy

c(2)

c(3)

c(4)

c(1)

c(2)

c(3)

c(4)

All SITC-5
agri
products

607,539

0.51

10,348

0.31

1,971,922

0.69

58,550

0.29

872,661

0.51

10,787

0.37

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

Bulk
commodit
ies

1,059,381

0.51

5,754

0.09

2,673,972

0.48

5,692

0.31

948,595

0.08

-1,322

0.61

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.04)

(0.45)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.47)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.33)

(0.47)

(0.00)

Processed
intermedi
ate goods

367,305

0.59

2,312

0.16

2,189,988

0.65

20,072

0.19

682,159

0.48

1,811

0.27

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.02)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.18)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.18)

(0.00)

Consumer
-ready
food

711,357

0.44

28,344

0.40

2,424,761

0.62

100,026

0.38

745,015

0.61

15,523

0.33

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.18)

(0.00)

Horticultu
ral
products

595,374

0.72

5,527

0.18

1,598,181

0.58

139,783

0.34

0.39

31,016

0.46

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.11)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.02)

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.10)

(0.00)

2,394,1
75
(0.00)

Note: c(1) and c(3) are the average baseline values (not percentages) and the associated top up for the EU membership period
respectively. c(2) and c(3) are the slope factors for the pre-accession period and the top up for the membership period respectively. Pvalues are reported for each coefficient in parentheses.
Shading highlights insignificant results at the 5 % confidence level.
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A.6

Wald test results testing for structural breaks in the data of exports to the CEEC
aggregate by Chen categories
Results of the Wald test; Null hypothesis: c(3)= 0 and c(4)=0*
Sample

France

All SITC-5 agri products

Bulk commodities

Processed intermediate goods

Consumer-ready food

Horticultural products

Germany

Italy

100.87

104.38

118.47

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

2.23

10.29

9.09

(0.11)

(0.00)

(0.00)

15.07

13.99

17.29

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

88.95

82.78

54.05

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

6.11

13.88

23.03

(0.00)

(0.00)

(0.00)

*the table entries give the F-statistic value and in parentheses the associated p-values.
Shading highlights insignificant results at the 5 % confidence level.

A.7

Extent of the structural breaks in the exports to the CEEC country aggregate by
Chen categories

Sample

France
average
slope
c(3)/c(1)
c(4)/c(2)

Germany
average
slope
c(3)/c(1)
c(4)/c(2)

Italy
average
c(3)/c(1)

slope
c(4)/c(2)

All products

1.7%

61.5%

3.0%

42.4%

1.2%

Bulk commodities
Processed
intermediate goods
Consumer-ready
food
Horticultural
products

0.5%

insignificant

insignificant

65.6%

insignificant

72.6%
growth
introduced

0.6%

26.5%

insignificant

29.1%

insignificant

56.0%

4.0%

91.9%

4.1%

62.2%

insignificant

54.4%

insignificant

24.6%

8.7%

58.1%

insignificant

117.4%
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Objective 4 – Impact on revealed comparative advantage position
A-20 Comparative advantage position
ion developments of the OMS’ agricultural sectors by Chen categories

35.00

Italy

Germany

France

6.00

30.00
--10.00

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

0.00

25.00

4.00
2.00

--20.00
20.00
--30.00
-2.00
10.00
--40.00
-4.00

5.00
--50.00

-6.00

--60.00

-8.00

-5.00

1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

0.00
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1999
2000
2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

0.00
15.00

A-21 Distribution of the French NRCA Indices, histograms and histogram polygons comparatively for 1999 and 2011
Distributions of French NRCA indices (all agri-products) in 1999 and 2011 respectively
histogram polygons

Distributions of French NRCA indices (all agri-products) in 1999 and 2011 respectively
histograms
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A-22 Distribution of the German NRCA Indices, histograms and histogram polygons comparatively for 1999 and 2011
Distributions of German NRCA indices (all agri-products) in 1999 and 2011 respectively
histogram polygons

Distributions of German NRCA indices (all agri-products) in 1999 and 2011 respectively
histograms
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A.8

Statistics on the NRCA Index distributions (all 543 agri-products) in 1999 and 2011
respectively, for France, Germany and Italy
Country

Measure

1999
0.058

2011
0.046

Absolute change
-0.012

-0.002

-0.001

0.000

Maximum

7.982

5.202

-2.780

Minimum

-2.630

-1.049

1.581

Range

10.612

6.251

-4.360

0.521

0.376

-0.146

Mean

-0.079

-0.074

0.005

Median

-0.015

-0.016

0.000

Mean
Median
France

Std. Dev.

Germany

Italy

Maximum

1.353

2.489

1.136

Minimum

-4.137

-2.727

1.411

Range

5.491

5.216

-0.275

Std. Dev.

0.299

0.310

0.010

Mean

-0.013

-0.006

0.007

Median

-0.006

-0.005

0.001

Maximum

4.024

3.948

-0.075

Minimum

-2.185

-1.506

0.679

Range

6.209

5.455

-0.754

Std. Dev.

0.273

0.255

-0.017
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A.9

Top 10 agricultural export items by NRCA Index in 2011
France

Rank

Germany

1)

2)

0412

3)

11215

4)

11242

Spirits obtained by distilling
grape wine or marc

07112

5)

02499

Other cheese, n.e.s.

04849

Other bakers' ware

0712

Tomatoes prepared,
whole or in pieces, no
vinegar
Coffee, roasted

6)

00119

02491

Apples, fresh

06129

02499

Other cheese, n.e.s.

8)

0430

Barley, unmilled

07131

05673

Tomatoes, prepared or
pres. with no vinegar,
n.e.s.

9)

08195

02499

0739

10)

01111

Dog or cat food, put up for
retail sale
Meat of bovine animals,
with bone in

Fresh cheese not
fermented, and curd
Milk of a fat
content, 1 % <
weight < 6 %
Extracts,
concentrates of
coffee and
preparations
Other cheese, n.e.s.

0574

7)

Other than pure bred
breeding animals
Other beet or cane sugar,
pure sucrose, in solid

Food preparations
containing cocoa, n.e.s.
Other meat of swine,
salted, dried, smoked

Label
Wine of fresh grapes;
grape must fermented,
alcohol
Other wheat (including
spelt) and meslin, unmilled
Sparkling wine

SITC
code
1222

Italy

SITC
code
11217

01221
0733

02212

07111

Label
Cigarettes
containing tobacco
Meat of swine, fresh
or chilled
Other food
preparations with
cocoa, in blocks,
bars
Coffee, not roasted,
decaffeinated

Coffee, not roasted,
not decaffeinated
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SITC
code
11217

0483
42141

05672

01619

Label
Wine of fresh grapes;
grape must fermented,
alcohol
Macaroni, spaghettis
and similar products
Olive oil, virgin

A.10

Top winners and losers in trade dynamics between 1999 and 2011 – France
exports to CEEC-country aggregate**

NRCA sign switch

NRCA within negative

NRCA within positive

Product
Multi- chen Product
Multi- chen Product
Multi- chen Product
Multi- chen
Product name
Product name
Product name
Product name
No. lable
plier category lable
plier category lable
plier category lable
plier category
Top 5 winners
03722 Aqua ti c i nvertebra1954.75
21226n.e.s
12231 Ci ga rs , cheroots a nd ci0.05
4112 La rd; other pi g & poul
2
1
tes , prepa red or pres
3
erved,
Furs. ki n of s ea l , whol
-76.90
e
2
ga rettes , of s 3
ubs ti tutes
152.20
try fa t, rendered
41139 Ani ma l oi l s & fa ts1056.07
29192 Pi gs , hogs or boa rs bri0.07
4 s hel l ed
2
& thei r fra cti ons ,2n.e.s . 4225 Ca s tor oi l a nd i ts fra
-61.63
cti ons
2
s tl es & ha i r; ba
2 dger05425
ha i r Broa d bea ns a nd hors58.36
e bea ns , dri ed,
05674 Mus hrooms & truffl553.16
23125 Techni ca l l y s peci fi ed46.86
3
es prepa red wi th
3 no vi29229
nega rOther na tura l gums-52.67
, res i ns , gum-res
2 i ns 26141
a nd baSil lska worn
ms cocoons s ui ta
0.09
bl e for reel i 1
ng
na tura l rubber1
0362 Crus ta cea ns , other 508.42
02221 Mi l k, i n s ol i d form,-31.00
42121
04811 Prepa red foods ma de 9.72
4
tha n frozen
3
of a fa t content
3 by wei
ght<1,
Cotton
5% s eed oi l , crude,0.09
wi th gos s ypol
2 or not
wi th s wol l en,2roa s ted cerea l s
07232 Cocoa pa s te, whol l 462.85
03716caOther
04591 Mi l l et, unmi l l ed
1
5
y or pa rtl y defa tted
2 (cocoa
ke) fi s h, prepa red
-21.46
or pres erved,3n.e.s 08137
.
Oi l -ca ke of coconut or 0.11
copra
2
8.98
Top 5 losers
26873 Wool tops a nd other 0.00
04719 Other cerea l fl ours
07132 Coffee s ubs ti tutes conta
04842 Sweet bi s cui ts , wa ffl es0.06
1
combed wool 2
-210.91
2
223.42
i ni ng coffee3
, gi ngerbrea d3 a nd the l i ke
26821
05798
29191
2
Other wool , not ca rded
0.01
or combed, degrea
2
s ed Other fres h frui ts -108.72
3
Huma n ha i r, unworked,
23.35
wa s hed or not;
2 wa24751
s te ofTropi
i t ca l wood, i n the rough,
0.07 not trea1ted
42119 Soya bea n oi l & i ts fra0.02
05797 Avoca dos , gua va s , -16.94
01235
2123 Hea ds , ta i l s , pa ws a nd0.07
3
cti ons , refi ned
2
ma ngoes , ma ngos
3 teens
, fres
Poul
h or
trydri
cuts
ed a nd offa l11.80
(other tha n l i ver),
3
frozen
other pi eces2of cutti ngs
2649 Tow & wa s te of jute
26332 Ga rnetted s tock
0482 Ma l t, whether or not roa
2
4
0.04s ted
2
-16.72
& other texti l e1 ba s t08153
fi bresBrewi ng or di s ti l l i ng dregs
9.64 a nd wa s 2
te
0.11
2634 Cotton, ca rded or combed
05487 Suga r beet, fres h or-7.02
05483 Arrowroot, s weet pota8.86
5
0.07
2
dri ed
3
toes & s i mi l a r,
3 fres h0172
or driSa
edus a ges a nd s i mi l a r,0.11
of mea t, mea3t offa l or bl ood
*only those products are considered which exhibit a non-zero value in both years. (the zero values most likely result from missing data in the data base)
**the winners and losers are the same for the share of exports towards the CEEC-country aggregate in world exports

A.11

Top winners and losers in trade dynamics between 1999 and 2011 – Germany
exports to CEEC-country aggregate**

NRCA sign switch

NRCA within negative

NRCA within positive

Product
Multichen Product
Multichen Product
Multi- chen Product
Multichen
Product name
Product name
Product name
Product name
No. lable
plier category lable
plier category lable
plier category lable
plier category
Top 5 winners
1253wa
1212 Toba cco, whol ly or pa 0.01
07231 Cocoa pa s te, not defa
29111 Bones & horn-cores , unworked,
1
2548.92 s i mpl y 2prepa red;
Edi
s te
bl e offa l of s wine, fres
-111.70
h or chi l l ed 3
rtl y s temmed/s
1 tri pped
16.33
tted (l i cor)
2
0573 Ba na na s (i ncl udi ng pla
07232 Cocoa pa s te, wholl y or pa
23125 Techni ca l l y s peci fied 9.35
2
1614.21
nta i ns ), fres h or4 dri ed
-30.77
rtl y defa tted 2
(cocoa03714
ca ke)Ma ckerel , whol e or i n0.01
pi eces , but not
3 minced
na tura l rubber1
02223 Mi l k a nd crea m, not i n1316.16
0354 Fi s h l i ver a nd roes , dri0.04
02241 Whey
3
s oli d form, no a3dded 23129
ma tterOther na tura l rubber -26.92
1
ed, s moked, 3s a l ted
8.18
3
02212 Mi l k of a fa t content, 11267.44
2683 Fi ne a ni ma l ha i r, not ca-20.98
29239 Vegeta bl e ma teri a l s (excluding
05642
4
% < wei ght < 6 %3
rded or combed2
0.07
ba mb.,
2
ra
tt.) forFlpl
a kes
a i ti ng
of pota to
7.47
3
08123 Res idues of l egumi nous
06159 Other mol a s s es res ul ti ng
05992
04849 Other ba kers ' wa re 6.99
5
1249.37
pl a nts
2
-9.73
from extra cted
3 s uga
r
Toma to jui ce
0.09
3
3
Top 5 losers
2311 Na tura l rubber l a tex, whether
07132
2613 Ra w s i lk (not thrown) 0.04
26819 Wool , excl udi ng s horn wool
1
0.00
2
-26.99 or not prevul
1
ca
nizedCoffee s ubs ti tutes conta
420.65i ni ng coffee
3
1
24404 Wa s te cork: crus hed, gra nul
09109 Other a ni ma l or vegeta bl
01235 Poultry cuts a nd offa 58.26
07529 Other s pi ces ; mi xture 0.04
2
0.01
a ted or ground
1
cork
-17.48
e fa t (excl udi ng4312)
2
l (other tha n l i3ver), frozen
of 2 or more s pi
3 ces
00121 Sheep, li ve
42239 Coconut oi l a nd i ts fra cti
21226 Furs ki n of s ea l, whol51.23
0712 Coffee, roa s ted
3
0.01
2
-14.82
ons , refined 2
e
2
0.07
3
2121 Mi nk s ki ns , ra w, whol e 0.02
42111 Soya bea n oi l & i ts fra cti
08138 Oi l -ca ke of pa lm nuts
43131 Fa tty a ci ds ; a cid oil s from
4
2
-12.73
ons , crude
2
27.22
or kernel s 2
0.14 refi ni ng 2
08153 Brewi ng or di s ti l l i ng10.30
0451 Rye, unmi l led
24751 Cotton s eed oi l, crude, wi0.06
5
th gos s ypol or1 not 08135 Oi l -ca ke of s unfl ower s eeds
-5.67
2
dregs a nd wa s2te
0.16
1
*only those products are considered which exhibit a non-zero value in both years. (the zero values most likely result from missing data in the data base)
**the winners and losers are the same for the share of exports towards the CEEC-country aggregate in world exports
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A.12

Top winners and losers in trade dynamics between 1999 and 2011 – Italy
exports to CEEC-country aggregate**

NRCA sign switch

NRCA within negative

NRCA within positive

Product
Multi- chen Product
Multi- chen Product
Multi- chen Product
Multi- chen
Product name
Product name
Product name
Product name
No. lable
plier category lable
plier category lable
plier category lable
plier category
Top 5 winners
04722 Groa ts a nd me a l of othe
21226 Furs kin of s e a l , whol e -64.23
05791 Me lons (incl. wa terme0.02
1
1394.45
r cere a l s
2
2
l ons ) a nd pa3pa ws , 2683
fres hFi ne a nima l ha i r, not67.86
ca rde d or combe
2 d
26511 Fl a x, ra w or re tte d
26877 Fi ne or coa rs e a ni ma31.31
26149 Othe r s il k wa s te
29115 Cora l & s i mi l a r, unworke
2
-23.70
d; s he ll s , cuttl2e-bone
0.04
1
l ha i r, ca rde d or
2 combe d
742.74
1
01689 Othe r me a t of bovi ne a nima
26141 Si l k worn cocoons s ui0.06
3
725.06l (fl ours , me
3 a ls ,26873
offa l ) Wool tops a nd other combe
-16.44
d wool
2
ta bl e for ree li1ng 09849 Othe r s a uces & pre pa10.52
ra tions ; s e a s oni
3 ngs , condiments
23125 Techni ca l l y s pe ci fi ed na584.61
0422 Ri ce hus ke d, not further-12.22
0732 Othe r food pre pa ra tions
42299
4
tura l rubbe r 1
pre pa re d (ca rgo
1 or brown)
0.07wi th cocoa3, conte
nt > 2Fikg
xe d vege ta b. fa ts , crude,
8.03 refi ne d, fra
2 cti on., n.e .s .
2613 Ra w s i l k (not thrown) -10.39
29192 Pi gs , hogs or boa rs bri0.11
26863
04813 Othe r rol l ed or fla ke d ce
5
555.31
re a l s , e xce pt rice
2 of 423
1
s tl e s & ha i r; ba
2 dger
ha i r Noi l s of wool or of fi ne
7.23
a ni ma l ha i r,2not ga rne tte d
Top 5 losers
2473 Wood i n the rough or roughly
01299 Othe r mea t, e di bl e mea
05795
26529 Tow a nd wa s te of true0.06
1
0.01 s qua red, 1trea ted
-805.11
t offa l , fres h, chi
3 l l ed,
frozePi
n nea ppl es , fres h 1127.95
or drie d
3
hemp
2
42229
01235
05895
41133
2
La rd s tea rine , l a rd oi l , ole0.01
os tea rin, ta l low
2 oil
Pa lm oi l a nd its fra cti ons
-267.65
, refi ne d
2
Poul try cuts a nd offa 48.86
l (other tha n l ive
3 r), froze n Apri cots , che rri e s & pea
0.10
che s , pre pa red,
3 n.e.s .
42129 Cotton oi l s e ed a nd i ts fra0.03
23121 Smoked s hee ts of rubbe r-7.12
05778 Pi s ta chi os
05897 Mixture s of frui ts , pa rts
3
cti ons , re fined
2
1
25.91
3
0.15
of pl a nts , prepa
3 red, n.e .s .
05457 Le gumi nous vegeta bl es ,-3.38
09109 Othe r a nima l or vegeta
42169 Ma i ze oi l a nd i ts fra ctions
2123 Hea ds , ta i ls , pa ws a nd other
4
0.07 pi e ce s of 2cutti ngs
fre s h or chi ll e4d
13.97
bl e fa t (excluding4312)
2
0.19 , re fined 2
41111 Fi s h li ver oi l s a nd the ir fra
4112 La rd; othe r pi g & poul try -3.11
0541 Pota toe s , fres h or chil8.98
01291 Mea t a nd edi bl e mea 0.19
5
0.09
cti ons
2
fa t, re ndere d 2
l ed
4
t offa l of ra bbi3ts or ha res
*only those products are considered which exhibit a non-zero value in both years. (the zero values most likely result from missing data in the data base)
**the winners and losers are the same for the share of exports towards the CEEC-country aggregate in world exports
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A.13

Comparison of the RCA strength in 2004 and 2011, focusing on the Chen categories
and total agri-sector

Country

France

Germany

bulk commodities

2.84

NRCA in
2011
5.86

processed
intermediate goods

3.26
19.10

Category

consumer-ready food

Multiplier*

Remark

2.06

multiplied times stronger

3.21

0.98

multiplied times stronger

16.56

0.87

multiplied times stronger

horticultural products

-0.59

-0.44

1.35

multiplied times less negative

agri-sector

24.61

25.18

1.02

multiplied times stronger

-12.45

-12.01

1.04

multiplied times less negative

-6.95

-6.56

1.06

multiplied times less negative

-22.02

-13.96

1.58

multiplied times less negative

bulk commodities
processed
intermediate goods
consumer-ready food
horticultural products

-9.01

-7.82

1.15

multiplied times less negative

-50.43

-40.34

1.25

multiplied times less negative

bulk commodities
processed
intermediate goods
consumer-ready food

-5.24

-4.99

1.05

multiplied times less negative

-2.43

-2.70

0.90

multiplied times less negative

1.87

3.80

2.03

horticultural products

-0.01

0.71

agri-sector

-5.82

-3.18

multiplied times stronger
improvement from negative
to positive value
multiplied times less negative

agri-sector

Italy

NRCA in 2004

n/a

*values greater 1 indicate improvements, values less than 1 indicate worsening
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1.83

Appendix B - Supportive graphs and figures for the description of
methodology
B.1

Redundant fixed effects te
test,
st, exemplarily for regression on the French exports in
value towards the CEEC
CEEC-10 country aggregate
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B-1

Residuals of the regression on the French exports in value towards the CEEC-10
CEEC
country aggregate
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10 country aggregate
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